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Abstract 
Stronger financial pressures are currently challenging previously unopposed ways of directing work 
within professional organizations, where strong groups characterized by power, prestige and 
autonomy play a major role. As a result of increased scrutiny of professions from the outside, 
resistance to change emerges in these settings. Earlier applied frameworks for understanding change 
mechanisms in a professional setting are however rather limited in their understanding of how 
change dynamically occurs. By designing a novel, more dynamic framework for organizational 
change, we aim in this thesis to develop an increased understanding for challenges to change 
initiatives in professional organizations. Through observational studies and open interviews at a 
Swedish hospital working with process development based on lean principles, we were able to 
identify the five discursive practices of “Shielding the Profession”, “Exempting Exceptions”, 
“Positioning Subjects”, “Casting the Other” and “Engaging” as being typical for professional 
organizations. By understanding the dynamics of discursive interplay, we could then explain how 
these practices contributed to three major challenges to change initiatives within professional 
organizations; “The challenge of novel concepts”, “The challenge of achieving managerial influence” 
and “The challenge of distance”. Our results should provide a foundation for further studies 
wanting to explore how change processes strategically can be managed, but could also be used as a 
tool for managers in professional organizations wanting to understand why change initiatives do not 
result in desired outcomes. 
 
Key-words: organizational change, professional organization, profession, management, discourse, discursive 
practices, lean production, healthcare 
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Sammanfattning 
Dagens ekonomiska klimat sätter press på tidigare sätt att organisera arbete inom professionella 
organisationer, där starka grupper som karakteriseras av makt, prestige och autonomi har ett stort 
inflytande. Till följd av en ökad insyn i det professionella arbetet uppstår i denna kontext ett 
motstånd till förändring. Tidigare studier av förändring inom professionella organisationer uppvisar 
dock begränsningar i sitt sätt att förstå fenomenet. Genom att designa ett nytt, mer dynamiskt 
ramverk för undersökande av förändringsprocessen syftar vi med denna rapport till att utöka 
förståelsen kring utmaningar kopplade till förändringsinitiativ i professionella organisationer. Genom 
observationsstudier och öppna intervjuer på ett stort svenskt sjukhus där ett leaninspirerat arbetssätt 
håller på att implementeras identifierade vi de fem diskursiva beteendena: “Shielding the 
Profession”, “Exempting Exceptions”, “Positioning Subjects”, “Casting the Other” och “Engaging” 
som kunde anses vara typiska för professionella organisationer generellt. Genom att förstå 
dynamiken mellan olika diskurser kunde vi sedan förklara hur dessa fem beteenden bidrog till tre 
huvudsakliga utmaningar kopplade till förändringsinitiativ i professionella organisationer: “The 
challenge of novel concepts”, “The challenge of achieving managerial influence” och “The challenge 
of distance”. Våra resultat kan anses utgöra en grund för vidare studier som vill utforska hur 
förändringsprocesser strategiskt kan påverkas men de kan också användas som ett verktyg av ledare i 
professionella organisationer som upplever svårigheter att nå önskade resultat av förändringsinitiativ. 
 
Nyckelord: organisationsförändring, professionell organisation, profession, management, diskurs, diskursiva 
beteenden, lean production, sjukvård  
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“They always say time changes things, but you actually have to 
change them yourself.”  

- Andy Warhol 
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1. Introduction 
 
In a world of constant development, the concept of change has become an integral part of 
organizational reality. Adapting to new demands becomes a prerequisite for securing a strong 
position on the market and ensuring the continuity of the organization. This results in 
organizations constantly having to renew their operations, change their strategies and revaluate 
how to organize work. Understanding change as phenomenon thus becomes more and more 
relevant in order to better implement change initiatives and secure future success for the 
organization (Greenwood & Hinings, 1996). 
 
The process of change has for a long time been studied from different perspectives (Laughlin, 
1991; Van de Ven & Scott Poole, 1995; Currie & Brown, 2003; Marshak & Grant, 2008). 
Common to most studies is however the rather mechanistic view of organizational change, where 
the phenomenon is being described as a set of simple linear processes in which managers can 
implement appropriate strategies in order to successfully transform the organization. Other 
scholars regard outcomes of change as being the result of underlying paths that a change initiative 
takes throughout the organization. Although change here is described in a non-linear way, the 
approach still lacks a critical view on management’s role during the process. In order to address 
previous limitations, researchers have during the latest decades started to study organizations as 
social constructs, where the relationship between language and organizational members becomes 
central (Doolin, 2003). This perspective captures the dynamics of organizational action in more 
detail than more traditional approaches. Within this approach, scholars want to understand how 
organizational members create their social realities and how change occurs as social interactions 
in a continuous process. 
 
Few studies have addressed organizational change with a social constructionist approach and 
even fewer have with the same approach explored organizational change in professional 
organizations, where strong groups characterized by power, prestige and autonomy play a major 
role. Stronger financial pressures are currently challenging previously unopposed ways of 
directing work within professional organizations, resulting in an increased scrutiny of professions 
from the outside (Levay & Waks, 2009). As autonomy hereby is reduced, resistance to change 
naturally emerges. The new organizational climate for professional organizations therefore makes 
these settings a relevant object of study within the field of organizational change. Earlier applied 
frameworks for understanding change mechanisms in a professional setting are however rather 
limited in their understanding of how change occurs. Although a border between professionals 
and managers has been identified as a major hindrance for change initiatives to diffuse over a 
whole professional organization, the dynamics of this border still remain rather unexplored. 
 
By designing a novel, more dynamic framework for organizational change, we aim in this thesis 
to develop an increased understanding for challenges to change initiatives in professional 
organizations. In order to reach such an understanding, we are interested in identifying typical 
ways for how organizational members through talk and action interact with each other and 
thereby affect the introduction of new concepts. 
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Our results should provide a foundation for further studies wanting to explore how change 
processes strategically can be managed, but could also be used as a tool for managers in 
professional organizations wanting to understand why change initiatives do not result in desired 
outcomes.  
 
Organizational change can, as previously discussed, be understood in a variety of ways. Even if 
we in our thesis address the phenomenon from a dynamic perspective, some aspects of change 
could still be considered being better explored with more traditional approaches. We do thus not 
aim to ignore previous works of organizational change, but rather focus on complementing the 
existing body of knowledge with a novel approach. We are also delimiting our study to challenges 
of change within professional organizations. Our results should therefore only be considered 
applicable within this specific context. 
 
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce the concept of 
organizational change and present different perspectives from which the phenomenon has been 
studied over time. Based on this discussion, we further highlight the strengths with viewing 
organizational change from a discursive perspective and develop a framework where discourses 
are understood as categories consisting of cores and peripheries. In Chapter 3, we introduce 
professional cultures and discuss dynamics of organizational change in contexts with strong 
professions. Chapter 4 motivates the choice of empirical fieldwork and provides a brief 
introduction to Lean production as an example of a modern change initiative. Chapter 5 is 
devoted to a discussion on our chosen methodologies and methodological considerations. In 
Chapter 6, we provide a background for better understanding the empirical fieldwork. In Chapter 
7, we present observations from the empirical study. In Chapter 8, we analyse our observations 
and interviews and identify three challenges to change in professional organizations. Based on 
our results, we discuss in Chapter 9 implications for practitioners as well as for future research 
within the field. In Chapter 10, we conclude our main findings.  
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2. From A to B: Establishing a framework for understanding organizational 
change 
 
In order to expand our knowledge about challenges to organizational change, we must as a first 
step develop an understanding for how change occurs. In this chapter, we will initially present the 
concept of organizational change and discuss strengths and weaknesses with different approaches 
applicable for study of the phenomenon. We thereafter proceed by diving deeper into a social 
approach and establish a framework for understanding organizational change from a discursive 
perspective. 

2.1. Introducing organizational change 
Organizational change has traditionally been understood as something rather non-complex and is 
still today commonly regarded as a linear, episodic process going from one state of organization 
to another. Grant & Marshak (2011) define it as an: 
 

“alteration (something is stopped, started, modified, etc.) in the existing organizational arrangements 
(strategies, structures, systems, cultures, etc.) and/or processes (planning, coordination, decision 
making, etc.)” – Grant & Marshak, 2011 
 

This definition does however come with its limitations and the field of organizational change has 
for a long time engaged many researchers within different schools of thought. Laughlin (1991) 
and Van de Ven & Poole (1995) develop different frameworks for understanding change from a 
more processual point of view, where emphasis lies on the pathways that a change might take 
throughout the organization. Tsoukas & Chia (2002) expand the view of how we look upon the 
concept of change itself. They argue that this should be understood not through the traditional 
stage model but rather through open-ended micro-processes, regarding it as something 
continuous and ordinary contrasted to change as extraordinary. 
 
In developing understanding for when an organizational change is initiated, a closer look at the 
stability within an organization becomes appropriate. The concept of organizational stability has 
been contested over the years. Laughlin (1991) argues that an organization is subject to inertia, 
meaning that it will not change in the absence of external pressure. Environmental disturbances 
of any form will however initiate a process of change that could take many different forms 
throughout the organization. Tsoukas & Chia (2002) agree that an organization’s interactions 
with the external world are sources for change initiation. However, they also argue that this 
external focus alone does not explain how organizations change, stating that not only external 
disturbances but also internal organizational dynamics have the power to (and most probably 
will) initiate change within an organization. They further mean that there always is a continuous 
process of change on the micro and macro level within every organization, resulting in the 
boundaries separating organizations from the external environment dissolving. As change 
programs inspired by the view of organizational change as something exclusively initiated from 
the external world often have failed (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002), we will in this thesis draw upon the 
perspective of organizational change as a continuous process initiated by external as well as internal 
dynamics. Change is thus viewed as socially accomplished and repeated over time (Grant & 
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Marshak, 2011). From this viewpoint, there exist no organizations per se but only temporal states 
of continuous change. 

2.2. Facets of organizational change 
Among the many different ways of studying organizational change, three main approaches to 
understanding the phenomenon can be distinguished (Doolin, 2003). These include (1.) a 
Managerial approach, (2.) a Processual approach and (3.) a Social or Discursive approach (Figure 1). 
 

The Managerial approach focuses on engineering and controlling change within organizations. 
The driver enabling change is regarded as strong leadership and management of the 
organizational culture (Doolin, 2003). This approach is deterministic in the sense that it assumes 
a straightforward cause and effect relationship between managerial decisions and outcomes 
(Marshak & Grant, 2008). Other scholars of organizational change regard this cause and effect 
relationship as being too simple, arguing that managerial approaches to the study of 
organizational change ignore the complexities and ambiguity of organizations (Doolin, 2003). 
 
A Processual approach tries to overcome the mentioned shortcomings with the managerial 
approach by focusing on the process of organizational change. Doolin (2003) concludes that a 
processual approach contributes with three main insights: (1.) It shifts focus from change to 
changing, moving from a simplistic and linear view of change to a more processual understanding. 
The approach tries to understand not only the outcome of a change but also which pathways the 
change takes throughout the organization. (2.) It understands change in a wider context than the 
managerial approach by paying attention to the organization’s historical and environmental 
contexts. These factors are suggested to play an important role in how and why change is 
initiated. (3.) It discusses how different actors in an organization secure legitimacy for change by 
acknowledging that power and conflicts are part of organizational life. Different factions of 
organizational members will manoeuvre for power, trying to affect how and if the organization 
should change. 
 
Within this processual approach, Laughlin (1991) distinguishes between four different pathways 
that a change could take throughout the organization by setting up a framework centred around 

Managerial 
 approach 

Processual  
approach 

Discursive  
approach 

Approaches to Organizational Change 

Figure 1: Approaches to Organizational Change 
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the view of the organization as a construct of interpretive schemes, design archetypes and sub-
systems. The interpretative schemes include values deeply rooted in the organization such as 
metarules, missions, purposes, norms and shared beliefs. Design archetypes refer to the more 
tangible organizational structure, decision processes including formal authority division and 
communication systems. Subsystems, at last, include clearly observable organizational elements. 
These set the rules and routines for how work is carried out in the everyday operations. Laughlin 
further distinguishes between first order- and second order changes. The former involve changes in 
the organizational design archetype and organizational practises, leaving the more intangible 
organizational values intact, while the latter, beyond archetype and practise changes, also involve 
modifications of core values. A second order change is therefore the only way in which a newly 
introduced concept can create meaning for the whole organization. The magnitudes of a 
disturbance introducing change, the commitment to change in the organization, power relations 
and the organization’s competence for change are all factors that affect the depth of the change’s 
outcomes. Van De Ven and Scott Poole (1995) argue that too many diverse theories for 
explaining organizational change within a process-oriented perspective result in difficulties to 
generate a holistic understanding of the phenomenon. They therefore propose four main groups 
within which all processual theories could be categorized. Life-cycle theories view organizational 
change as a development through different stages, drawing upon the biological progress from 
birth through maturity to stagnation and finally death. Teleological theories of organizational 
change assume that organizations develop with the aim to reach a goal. Throughout this 
development, organizational change occurs through repeated stages of goal formulation, 
implementation and revaluation. Dialectical theories view organizational change as a result of 
changes in power relations between opposing members within as well as without the 
organization. The power struggles result in a compromise between the opposing parties and the 
organization changes to meet this compromise. Evolutionary theories regard organizational change 
as the result of a selection process. New organizational forms arise and the variant best suited for 
the specific context is retained by the organization. 
 
Although a processual approach has introduced a non-linear aspect of organizational change, all 
theories within the field share an episodic view of change in which they fail to describe the 
phenomenon as a continuous process. As already mentioned, this can be problematic when 
studying organizational change (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). A further critique to the approach is that 
it appears uncritical and fails to consider management’s role in organizational change (Doolin, 
2003). Since the 1990’s, there has been an increasing interest in studying the relationship between 
language and organization (Taylor & Robichaud, 2004). Organizations are from this viewpoint seen 
as social processes, constructed and performed by their members (Currie & Brown, 2003; 
Doolin, 2003). This way of understanding organizations is referred to as a Social or Discursive 
approach, in which discourse is regarded as the element governing organizational action. 
Discourse can be understood as logics and invisible rules that define what is socially and culturally 
accepted as true and appropriate within an organization, or subparts of an organization 
(Börjesson, 2003). Social and cultural values within the context thereby set the boundaries for the 
discourse, which in turn set the rules and patterns for how talk and action is carried out. The 
reverse also holds true; talk and action shape discourse which in turn shapes and forms cultural 
and social values. In this way, discourse and talk in practice become strongly interdependent. To 
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clarify, talk and action should here be understood as what is said and done in practice. Since 
organizational efforts are initiated through dialogue and conversation (Taylor & Robichaud, 
2004), discourse both enables and constrains organizational action. The dynamic interplay is 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
 
The view that organizations exist as objects of their own is thus strongly contested within this 
discursive approach to organizational change. Social norms in the organization’s wider context 
play a large role in controlling how a change initiative is received and further developed 
throughout an organization. Taking many different factors into account, a discursive approach 
has been considered important when studying organizational change (Chia, 2000; Grant & 
Marshak, 2011), or as Doolin (2003) formulates it: 
 

“In order to understand organizational change, we need to understand the bodies of knowledge, 
language and associated practices that organizational actors use to make sense of and control their 
world.” - Doolin, 2003 

 
It is argued that the discursive approach to organizational change helps us to better understand 
the phenomenon in two main ways: 
 

“first, by drawing attention to the role of discourse in the social construction of our prevailing 
concepts about organization change, and second, by drawing attention to the role played by discursive 
contexts in organizational change” – Marshak & Grant, 2008 
 

A discursive approach emphasizes the concept of organizational change as something socially 
constructed and thereby makes us, as researchers, more aware of the implications of different 
discourses of the phenomenon. It also helps us to understand how change is continuously 
repeated and socially accomplished through discourse. There is however a large ambiguity on 
how to understand discourse within an organization (Alvesson & Kärreman, 2000). We will 
address this matter in the following section, where we dive deeper into discourse as a way for 
understanding organizational change. 

Discourse 
Logics and invisible rules  

for what can be said and done. 

Talk and Action 
What is said and done in practice. 

Figure 2: The Dynamics between Discourse and Talk and Action 
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2.3. Understanding organizational change through discourse 
Discourse has during the last decade become an increasingly common approach for the study of 
organizations (Hardy et al., 2000; Doolin, 2003; Iedema et al., 2003). When using a discursive 
approach to understanding organizational change however, many researchers appear to treat the 
terms organizational discourse and discourse as equivalents. This is not unproblematic, as pointed 
out by Chia (2000) and Alvesson & Kärreman (2000). When using a discursive approach, specific 
care is therefore required in formulating these core concepts. Discourse (single word) regulates 
social constructs (Chia, 2000), as discussed in the previous section. Organizational discourse, on 
the other hand, implies specific discourses about organizations or phenomena within these 
organizations (Chia, 2000). In order to clarify, we are in this thesis only referring to discourse as 
single word, setting the ambiguous concept of organizational discourse aside.  
 
Discursive activity is by some researchers suggested to constitute a strategic tool for 
organizational members wanting to introduce change (Doolin, 2003; Iedema et al., 2003; Marshak 
& Grant, 2008). Individuals can succeed in influencing discourses within the organization and 
thereby achieve goals beneficial to them or to the organization as a whole (Hardy et al., 2000). 
Drawing on foreign discourse is one way through which organizational members can initiate 
change (Hardy et al., 2000), where concepts from other contexts are introduced in a new setting. 
Employing discourses as a strategic tool has however been debated as one stream of research 
views discourse as something that lies outside the power of a small group of individuals to 
control. Individuals are argued to become subjects within the discourses and their larger contexts 
of social reality, ascribing little power to the individual itself (Knights & Morgan, 1991). In this 
thesis, we are not fully adopting any of these views. Instead, we argue that organizational 
members, although being formed by an underlying discourse in talk and action, have the power 
to influence discursive dynamics assumed that these are known. However, such an understanding 
for underlying discursive dynamics should be considered rather hard to reach since underlying 
logics and invisible rules delimit the perception of social reality. As will be explained later, talk 
and action is in our study being analysed as consequences of particular discourse belonging rather 
than on an individual level. 
 
Competing discourses exist within organizations, enabling individuals to draw on alternative ways 
of understanding contexts and make sense of the world. The study of how prevailing discourses 
within an organization form and struggle for dominance therefore lies at the centre of 
organizational discourse research (Marshak & Grant, 2008) and is key to understanding the 
dynamics of organizational change. 

2.4. Dynamics of change 
In their article from 2002, Tsoukas & Chia explain the absence of organizational inertia as a result 
of institutionalized categories of cognition. An organization consists of certain cognitive 
categories and patterns, always under construction. These categories enable organizational actors 
to sort through and make sense of a constant stream of information and sensory impressions. 
Categories are however nothing constant and fixed. They consist of (1.) a firm core of 
prototypical members of the category and (2.) a more fluent peripheral set of non-prototypical 
members, bearing with them a certain amount of instability. Non-prototypical members of a 
certain category can move towards the core of the category as they become more and more 
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associated and accepted as real and functional members of the construct. Prototypical members 
can correspondingly move away from the core as they loose acceptance or association (Figure 3). 
These phenomena destabilize the construct, making it ever changing.  As an example, let us 
examine the category “bar”. Smoking in bars was for a long time generally accepted as something 
that was “just given” and smoking therefore was a typical member to be found in the core of the 
category. In step with the introduction of antismoking policies however, smoking has moved 
further and further away from the core of the cognitive category “bar”, introducing a change in 
the way that a bar is being understood. The antismoking policies exemplify how contextual 
norms and values can interfere with categories and destabilize them. 

 
Here we draw upon the ideas of Tsoukas & Chia in establishing a model to better understand 
discourses in the context of organizational change. Viewing discourses within an organization as 
quasi-stable constructs, consisting of a firm core and an unstable periphery, makes it possible to 
explain how organizational change is ever occurring through power struggles within and between 
different discourses. The approach infers that some members of a discourse (i.e. accepted values, 
accepted words, accepted practices) are prototypical, while other members (i.e. less accepted 
values, less accepted words, less accepted practices) lie at the periphery of the discourse. 
Discourses change through the mechanism of continuously transforming members between 
cores and peripheries of different discourses as a result of talk and action in practice. Through 
talk or action, a novel concept is introduced from one discourse to another. It is legitimate to 
assume that by repeated talk and action, the introduced concept will move from the periphery of 
the influenced discourse and closer to the core. This concept of dynamic change is illustrated in 
Figure 4, where change is initiated through the introduction of a new concept. 
 
 
 
 

Core Periphery 

Cognitive Category 

Figure 3: The Dynamics of a Category - Members can move towards or away from the core, 
becoming more or less associated with the construct. 
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By exploring what occurs in talk and action, we can approach the dynamic interplay between 
discourses and understand how this interplay in turn affects how novel concepts are received 
within the organization. Practices of talk and action are shaped by the underlying discourse, but 
do in turn also affect the discourse itself. It is therefore legitimate to talk about a set of discursive 
practices in talk and action, interacting with introduced concepts and affecting change within the 
organization. Since organizations change when conceptual members of discourse do, it is 
important to understand how talk and action interacts with foreign concepts in the established 
discourse. This understanding can be reached by studying how discursive practices affect new 
concepts introduced in organizations.  
 
This view is in line with our understanding of organizational change as a continuous process 
initiated by external as well as internal dynamics. Organizations, being socially constructed by 
discourse, consequently change when discourses do. In Figure 5, we expand upon our example by 
demonstrating the complete framework for two competing discourses. The illustration shows 
how discourses can interact and exchange concepts through talk and action (1. in Figure 5). Talk 
and action in turn interact with underlying discourses (2. in Figure 5) to transfer concepts between 
periphery and core (3. in Figure 5). The framework might as well be applied for creating a dynamic 
understanding of organizational change in more complex settings, where three or even four 
different discourses interact with each other. 
 

Discourse 
Logics and invisible rules  

for what can be said and done. 

Talk and Action 
What is said and done in practice. 

Foreign 
Talk and Action 

4. The introduced concept is by 
repeated talk and action 
integrated to the core of  the 
established discourse. 

Established 
Discourse 

Established 
Talk and Action 

1. A foreign concept is introduced.  
2. The new concept becomes  
introduced in talk and action. 

3. The new concept is 
introduced in the 
periphery of  the 
established discourse 
through talk and 
action. 

5. The new concept, being 
part of  the core, sets rules 
for talk and action. The new 
concept is no longer foreign 
and is actively performed in 
talk and action. Change has 
occurred. 

Figure 4: The Mechanisms of Change 
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We have now established a framework for understanding organizational change through a 
discursive perspective. Change is regarded as an ever-occurring phenomenon, fueled by 
competing discourses within organizations. Discourses are in turn understood as being 
constituted of cores and peripheries where members through talk and action in practice have the 
potential to be transformed from the centre to the fringe, and vice versa. By understanding 
organizational change in this dynamic way, we can better explore what constitutes challenges to 
change implementations in professional organizations. 
  

Discourse 
Logics and invisible rules  

for what can be said and done. 

Talk and Action 
What is said and done in practice. 

1. 

3. 

3. 

2. 2. 

Figure 5: The Dynamics of Change 
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3. “Mind your own business” – Handling professional groups in 
organizational change 
 
Familiar with the theories on organizational change and discourse, we will in this chapter 
introduce the concept of professions and discuss the dynamics of organizational change in 
professional contexts. 

3.1. Introducing professions 
Professions are in many cases argued to be distinguished from other forms of occupations by 
their association with power and prestige. They are granted these privileges by society through 
having access to distinct, exclusive bodies of knowledge that in turn are closely linked to the 
needs and values of society. Professions are argued being devoted to the service of the public 
rather than being guided by profit or other incentives (Sarfatti Larson, 1979). Common to all 
professions are suggested to be; (1.) the cognitive dimension, centred around the body of 
knowledge and skills to apply this knowledge, (2.) the normative dimension, centred around the 
profession’s distinct ethics and service orientation which in turn legitimizes its privilege of self-
regulation and (3.) the dimension of evaluation, in which the profession compares itself to other 
occupations in society (Sarfatti Larson, 1979). The profession functions as a base where its 
members form a community characterized by identity, commitment and loyalty to the 
professional group. These communities are often further formed into institutions, schools and 
associations. 
 
A profession’s privilege of self-regulation is often referred to as professional autonomy (Bucher 
& Stelling, 1969; Levay & Waks, 2009). Morgan & Ogbonna (2008) note that the commitment to 
protect autonomy and independence is very strong, thus resulting in a phenomenon of closure 
where the profession is separated from the rest of the organization. Closure grants power to the 
professional group since external influence is rebuffed and transparency kept to a minimum. 
Other studies of professions have indirectly touched upon the concept of closure by describing 
how loyalties to the own profession might well be stronger than those to an employer or to an 
organization as a whole (Morgan & Ogbonna, 2008). Iedema et al. (2003) expand the concept of 
professions by describing them as socially constructed through performances: 

”… the boundary between profession and organization is seen as an effect of specific interactants’ 
performances, rather than as inherent to professionalism as such.” – Iedema et. al, 2003  

Morgan & Ogbonna (2008) drive this idea further by arguing that professions could be viewed as 
social constructs with their own specific discourses.  

In a professional organization, values and belief systems are firmly anchored and hence very 
strong (Sarfatti Larson, 1979; Morgan & Ogbonna, 2008; Levay & Waks, 2009). In earlier studies 
within professional contexts, researchers have also noted that one of the most prevailing kinds of 
struggle between professionals and managers is centred around conflicting views of standards. 
This could be understood as a result of competing discourses. Members of a profession are only 
focused on raising standards in their own discipline and not in conforming to managers or 
bureaucratic standards (Morgan & Ogbonna, 2008). With this in mind, organizational change 
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initiated by managers within a professional organization runs the risk of encountering many traps 
and pitfalls. 

3.2. Professional organizations and change 
Current demands for increased scrutiny of professions from the outside are putting pressure on 
previously unopposed ways of conducting and directing work within the professions themselves. 
One of the most notable examples of this is the wave of New Public Management emerging in 
the 1990’s (Levay & Waks, 2009), where harder financial constraints forced occupational groups 
with strong autonomies to reconsider priorities, expand their fields of responsibility and make 
their work more visible to the outside, thus decreasing autonomy. As noted above, a professional 
organization is characterized by firmly anchored values and belief systems. Adoption to new 
demands has because of contradictions between professional and managerial priorities not been a 
straightforward process but rather been characterised by suspicion and opposition from the 
professional groups in question. 
 
The study of change in professional organizations has been approached from different angles. 
Levay & Waks (2009) look at the phenomenon from a processual perspective, wanting to 
understand the mechanisms behind professional resistance. They investigate how the adaption of 
soft control mechanisms, shifting scrutiny processes from hierarchical government to more 
network-based monitoring, affects autonomy and influence of professional groups. In this 
process, they also acknowledge that earlier responses to change in a professional setting usually 
have been manifested through decoupling, reverse decoupling or colonization. Decoupling 
mechanisms refer to professionals superficially fulfilling formal demands not actually affecting 
the goal of the implemented work processes. In this case, a change initiative has been rebuffed 
from the new intended design archetype as subsystems are not changed or only superficially 
altered. Resistance exists through the decoupling between actual work and the new organizational 
design archetype of managerial control. In cases of inverse decoupling on the other hand, the 
professions have managed to keep their autonomy intact by adopting and controlling the new 
managerial practises and successfully excluded managers (Levay & Waks, 2009). New managerial 
practises can however also be adopted and incorporated into the profession, leading to change in 
a manner described as colonization. The professional’s autonomy is here replaced by managerial 
priorities. The organization has adopted not only the new organizational design archetype but 
also the associated interpretive scheme; the new values have successfully colonized the 
organization. A colonization process is initiated by the managers opting for change and thereafter 
forced upon the rest of the organization. The main limitations of using a processual approach to 
understanding organizational change have already been pointed out to be a limited understanding 
of change as a continuous process and an overlooking of management’s role during the process 
of change (Doolin, 2003). A processual approach to understanding organizational change in a 
professional setting could therefore be considered over-simplistic and uncritical. 
 
Other scholars have approached the issue of change in professional settings from a cultural 
perspective, choosing to understand change in the dynamics between different subcultures. 
Morgan & Ogbonna (2008) study how different subcultures receive and interpret the change 
message during an organizational culture change program, aiming to understand how the 
organization can be transformed more successfully. Focus lies on dynamics between subcultures 
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and also on mapping how these different subcultures interpret and receive top management’s 
initiatives. Change is regarded as something initiated from the top, diffused and received 
throughout the organization. A cultural perspective on change in professional organizations 
provides valuable insight in possible mechanisms of translation, but misses out on other crucial 
aspects of organizational change. Although acknowledging the existence of dynamics between 
different subcultures, it does not investigate how these dynamics function and how the 
subcultures affect each other. 
 
With a discursive perspective on organizational change, dynamics between strong professional 
groups can better be understood and investigated. As noted by Morgan & Ogbonna (2008), 
professions are associated with their strong discourses. Discourse is in turn suggested by Hardy 
et. al (2000) to constitute a strategic tool for change initiation and has in the previous chapter 
been demonstrated important for understanding the dynamics of change. Organizational change 
studied with a theoretical lens of discourse therefore addresses the limitations of previous works 
on change in professional organizations. Studies on organizational change from a discursive 
perspective have already been carried out to some extent. Doolin (2003) tries to understand and 
describe change by studying a New Zeeland hospital during an organizational reform, concluding 
that there exists a strong conflict between the medical and the managerial discourses. However, 
Doolin does not study how these different discourses affect and interact with each other, or on a 
more general level, how they impact efforts of organizational change. Iedema et al. (2003) use a 
discursive approach for understanding how a physician strategically navigates between a 
professional and a managerial discourse in order to achieve desired outcomes. The study does 
however not investigate organizational change as such and focus lies on an individual rather than 
on a whole organization. 
 
By approaching change within professional organizations with the framework presented in 
Chapter 2, it is possible to get a more dynamic understanding for discursive interplay on an 
organizational level. The framework enables us to identify how organizational members through 
discursive practices interact with each other, affecting the introduction of new concepts, and in 
turn, change. In the following chapters, we will identify a set of discursive practices typical for the 
professional organization by studying a current case of change within an organization 
characterized by strong professional groups. The identified practices then enable us to 
understand the dynamics of change, which in turn makes it possible to expand our knowledge 
about challenges to change in professional organizations. 
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4. Change encounters professionalism: The Lean healthcare case 
 
During recent years, Lean production has been on top of many managers’ strategic agenda as 
production philosophy (Hallgren & Olhager, 2009). Since its emergence in the car manufacturing 
industry during the 20th century, Lean production has penetrated many sectors (Holweg, 2007) 
and could today be considered part of organizational reality. We will devote the first part of this 
section to an introductory presentation of the basic tools within Lean production. We then 
highlight common critique to how the philosophy often is being implemented and explain why 
Lean Healthcare is an interesting case for identifying discursive practices typical for professional 
organizations. 

4.1. Basic concepts of Lean production 
Lean production as philosophy gradually evolved over almost half a century within the Toyota 
Motor Corporation. Before the Second World War, Toyota had produced cars in ways similar to 
American and European manufacturers. Focus had been on economies of scale and large batch 
production. As post war Japan suffered from economic hardship however, Toyota redesigned 
their production system as a response to the limitations in large-quantity manufacturing and 
large-quantity selling of cars (Holweg, 2007). This redesign was further developed and 
redeveloped over almost 30 years of time and functions as the prototype of what we today 
consider being Lean production (hereafter referred to as Lean) (Bhasin & Burcher, 2006; Holweg, 
2007). During the economic recession and decline of the automobile industry in western 
countries, many researchers started to investigate the differences between Japanese and western 
automobile industries. Main discoveries were sporadically published during the 1980’s but Lean 
as a production philosophy took off for real with the publication of the book “The machine that 
changed the world”, in which the concept for the first time was described as a holistic approach 
to production. The new organizational model has thereafter spread rapidly, and concepts of Lean 
can today be found in a wide range of businesses worldwide. 
 
Shah & Ward (2007) note a large ambiguity in earlier definitions of Lean production and 
summarize the philosophy as being “an integrated socio-technical system whose main objective is 
to eliminate waste by concurrently reducing or minimizing supplier, customer, and internal 
variability.” Central to Lean is the idea of organizational improvement through reduction of 
waste coupled to (1.) Transportation, (2.) Inventory, (3.) Motion, (4.) Waiting, (5.) 
Overproduction, (6.) Over Processing and (7.) Defects. Waste-reduction is obtained through five 
key principles, summarized by Waring & Bishop (2010): 
 

1. Specifying the value created by the operational process/-es; 
2. Identifying processes that will ultimately add value to the product/service; 
3. Creating “flow” throughout these identified processes; 
4. Managing production based on pull from the customer rather than on push from the 

supplier; 
5. Striving for operational excellence by continuous improvement obtained through 

embedding Lean into the corporate culture. 
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Important to notice is that the value to be specified refers to perceptions of value from a 
customer/end-user perspective (Waring & Bishop, 2010), meaning that the identification and 
understanding of these stakeholders is a prerequisite for defining value-adding activities in the 
process. Another basic idea of Lean is the holistic view of process improvement, pointing out 
that improvement of a single unit in the value-chain alone will only create waste somewhere 
further on in the system (Joosten et al., 2009). An effective “flow” is partly obtained through the 
idea of visual management, where the production flows are designed in a way enabling all 
employees to follow the current status of production (Edwards et al., 2012). This highlights the 
fact that Lean often is associated with an extension of surveillance (Waring & Bishop, 2010). 
Standardization of processes is another tool for building in control in the production system 
(Joosten et al., 2009), limiting individual autonomy. 
 
Joosten et al. (2009) have pointed out that Lean change initiatives often are coupled to an 
operational, process-oriented aspect of organizational change. Lean tools provide clear guidelines 
for re-design and control of the production system, while a more sociotechnical aspect of the process 
re-engineering, focusing on how human behaviour interacts with technical elements and affects 
the outcome of Lean implementations in organizations, seems to be lacking in practice. Also 
Bahsin & Burcher (2006) acknowledge this phenomenon. In investigating underlying sources for 
a rather low reported success rate of Lean implementations, they note that while knowledge 
about tools and techniques are satisfying, the social and cultural aspects of Lean appear 
disregarded during implementation. The overlooking of social dynamics indicates a simplified 
tools-oriented approach to Lean, which could be coupled to a managerial view of organizational 
change. 

4.2. Lean in a healthcare setting 
Professions as closed groups with strong autonomies can be found in a variety of settings, 
including pilots in airline companies, lawyers in law firms etc. One of the oldest, most well 
established professions is however the physicians to be found in the healthcare sector (von 
Knorring, 2012). Here, physicians work together with nurses, administrators and supporting staff 
in the daily challenge to keep up with financial and political demands while providing high quality 
healthcare to society. Hospitals could therefore be considered representative for professional 
organizations in general, thus constituting an interesting location for the study of organizational 
change. 
 
Lean initiatives have circulated in the healthcare sector since the early 2000s (Young & McClean, 
2008), as a result of New Public Management. Given the situation with Lean as a common form 
of organizational change and the healthcare setting characterized by its strong professional 
groups, the studying of Lean implementation in a healthcare context should provide a great 
opportunity for gaining valuable knowledge about discursive practices affecting change in 
professional organizations. In the next chapter, we will discuss our methodology for identifying 
discursive practices during Lean implementation at a large hospital in Sweden. 
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5. Method 
 
We will start this chapter with an introduction of the methodology used for our empirical 
fieldwork. Thereafter, we present the outline of the study and the structure for analysis. We 
conclude the chapter with a discussion on methodological considerations. 

5.1. Theoretical positioning 
In previous chapters, we have already started the process of undertaking a certain position in how 
to view organizations and how to understand the process of organizational change. We are 
regarding the organization not as a material entity in itself but as a social construct between 
organizational actors, constantly under (re)defining and negotiation. Organizations, as sustained 
by constant processes of ordering, are therefore never stabile or static. They are rather co-
constructed realities between actors. Such view is based on assuming reality as socially 
constructed and meaning as produced in interactions (Lincoln et al., 2011). The world is thus 
interpreted through repertoires of meaning culturally available and should be studied from a 
social constructionist approach (Börjesson, 2003). 

5.2. Understanding change through discourse 
As already stated, discourses should be understood as logics and invisible rules defining what is 
socially accepted as true and appropriate within organizations or subparts of organizations. 
Discourses thereby become a vital part of the social construction of reality (Hardy et al., 2000) 
and should be central to our research. 
 
By indicating the constraints for what is possible to say and do within specific contexts, the 
discourse analysis constitutes a powerful tool for understanding organizations from a social 
constructionist perspective (Börjesson, 2003). Within this methodology, communication and 
actions between organizational members are investigated in order to create understanding for 
how these people organize and construct their social realities. Spoken facts do thus not 
contribute with objective meaning in themselves. Rather, the dynamics of utterances and actions 
create understanding for a social setting or phenomenon as they are dramatized and interpreted 
(Börjesson, 2003). This makes us, as editors of the story, a key tool in the analysing process. 
 
We are in our empirical fieldwork studying different discourses within a hospital in order to 
identify discursive practices affecting a change initiative. Worth stressing is that identified 
utterances and actions during the study should be considered typical for a particular underlying 
discourse rather than as something specific for an individual. 

5.3. Design of the empirical study 
We will now turn to our methods used for collection of empirical material. Our main research 
was preceded by an observational pre-study, where we identified the interplay between a 
managerial and a professional discourse as being key to identifying discursive practices affecting 
change within a healthcare setting. Communication and actions between organizational members 
were then studied through open interviews and observations at the hospital. 
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5.3.1. Pre-study 
As a pre-study to our research, we participated in a conference on Lean Healthcare in Stockholm 
in Mars 2013. The main purposes of this initial observation was to come in contact with 
management applied in the healthcare setting and get an insight in how Lean implementation was 
communicated between physicians, managers and politicians. We could in this way delimit our 
subsequent research, which came to be centred around the interplay between a managerial and a 
professional discourse. The motivation for this choice will be further explored in the next 
chapter. Important to notice is that the pre-study was not performed as part of our discourse 
analysis. 

5.3.2. Interviews 
Having set the focus for our study, we performed ten open interviews at Danderyds Sjukhus AB 
during April and May 2013. The interviews were divided into three different themes, within 
which the respondents were allowed to talk freely based on own experiences and thoughts. The 
themes included: 
 
1.  DS Lean –meaning of the concept  
2. Operations – perceptions of the operations before contrasted to after DS Lean introduction initiatives 
3. Communication – ways of communicating DS Lean at the introduction of the concept as well as today  
 
The respondents represented different functions in the administrative as well as in the clinical 
organization of the hospital. Interviews were performed with the CEO, the head strategy planner, 
two medical Directors in the hospital management, one business controller, one HR-strategist, 
one quality strategist, one surgeon, one clinical resident and one nurse. Some of the respondents 
in the administrative organization had a clinical background as nurse or doctor, while others had 
experience from engineering, transportation and consulting industries. The interviews ranged 
from 35 minutes to 2 hours in length and were mostly performed at the respondent’s own office 
in the administrative building of the hospital. In cases where the respondent was a practicing 
physician or nurse however, interviews were held at different sites out in the clinics. During the 
interviews, we noted the respondent’s degree of interest for various themes. Noting behaviour as 
an indicator for whether statements should be considered true or not was however not necessary 
for our chosen methodology, within which we only analyse what is being said, why it is being said 
and how this creates social reality. Each interview was recorded and transcribed within a week 
after completion. 

5.3.3. Observations 
During our study, we also took part in an educational day for resident physicians at the hospital. 
The education centred around continuous improvement in the clinical operations. We did not 
participate actively but rather took notice of what was said and done by observing from one side 
of the room. During the breaks however, we had the chance to discuss relevant issues with 
members of the group. A group assignment also opened up the possibility to observe how 
resident physicians talked to each other in an educational situation. 
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5.4. Structure for analysis  
The analysis process consisted of three main steps. After reviewing the material collected from 
interviews and observations at the hospital, a set of discursive practices was initially identified. As 
noted in Chapter 2, these practices should be understood as patterns of talk and action shaped by 
discourse belonging. Although there might be a plethora of discursive practices in use, we were 
however focusing on those that could be considered affecting new concepts, and in turn, change. 
For this first step, we collected extracts from interviews and actions from the observations, 
representing what we considered being typical as well as extreme manifestations of the two 
studied discourses. We argue that extreme manifestations capture the core essence of underlying 
discourse, while typical manifestations demonstrate how discourse usually manifests itself in the 
organization. The discursive practices were identified in an abductive way, where we shifted 
between identifying possible practices, evaluating these based on the model for organizational 
change dynamics and then approached the empirical material again with our gained insights. 
 
Having identified a set of discursive practices at the hospital, we generalized how these are being 
characterizing for professional organizations in general. As a next step in the analysing process, 
we discussed what consequences each of the identified discursive practices had for the dynamics 
of change in professional organizations. We here drew upon the established framework for 
organizational change, presented in Chapter 2. With a developed understanding for how the 
dynamics of change initiatives were received, we were finally able to identify challenges to change 
in professional organizations. 
 
Transparency in our study depends on explicitly presenting utterances from interviews since 
these, together with actions, constitute the objects being analysed. Due to ethical reasons 
however, interviews are not being presented in their full length. All extracts from interviews have 
been subject to complete anonymizing. As editors of the story, we take full responsibility for our 
interpretations of utterances and actions.  
 

5.6. Methodological considerations 
Several aspects have to be considered when discussing the strength of our chosen methodology. 
Open interviews are in theory often suggested an excellent tool for delving deep into the context 
during a case study (Collis & Hussey, 2009). This view has however been contested by 
postmodern schools of research, claiming that research design in a majority of empirical research 
regards language as a simple tool mirroring external reality or interviewees’ inner worlds 
(Alvesson & Kärreman, 2000). The critics of open interviews argue that no single answer is being 
free from rules or logics that govern what can be uttered in a certain context. Interviewees will 
therefore always respond to questions within their own borders of discourse (Börjesson, 2003), 
resulting in language never being a transparent medium conveying “true” knowledge. However, 
since we are employing discourse analysis as a tool for understanding the respondents’ social 
constructions, we are not interested in truthfulness in statements but rather in what actions are 
taken as well as how and why things are said. Instead of being a limitation, context-dependencies 
in utterances and actions should therefore be considered a strength to our methodology.  
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Worth noticing is that we were granted access to observations and most interview respondents 
via the hospital management. This, combined with the limited number of interviews, could 
present us with the wrong conclusions about what type of discursive practices should be 
considered common as well as rare within the hospital. Yet another possible source for a biased 
perception of the identified discursive practices came from us making a selection of what should 
be considered important already when choosing to focus on some actions and utterances during 
observations and interviews while leaving others outside the analysis. However, respondents’ 
stories and arguments are in fact instances of a larger storytelling within the organization and can 
thus be used as approximations for the discourse construction at the organizational level at large 
(Mueller et al., 2003). This should enable us to give a relevant picture of commonly manifested 
discursive practices at the hospital. 
 
A further aspect to consider is that a thorough discourse analysis not only depends on 
understanding the local context, but also requires that the broader social and cultural contexts 
existing outside the studied organization are known (Hardy et al., 2000). An understanding for 
these outer contexts will therefore be developed in the next chapter, where we also motivate our 
decision for focusing our study to the interplay between a managerial and a professional 
discourse.  
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6.  Setting the scene for the empirical study 
 
As noted above, an in-depth discourse analysis depends on understanding not only the local 
organizational context but also the outer social and cultural contexts. These outer contexts form 
what is considered being appropriate as well as what is taken for granted within the organization. 
With this chapter, we aim to provide an understanding for the social and cultural contexts 
affecting the Swedish healthcare. Initially, we give a brief summary of the Swedish public 
healthcare history. We thereafter present the main results of our pre-study and conclude what 
conditions are necessary to take into consideration when studying Lean in healthcare. Finally, we 
provide some background information about our studied hospital. 

6.1. The Swedish public healthcare – a summary 
In developing understanding for what contexts set the boundaries for discourse formation within 
the Swedish healthcare sector, a historical summary becomes an appropriate starting point. The 
healthcare sector in Sweden has evolved from the small local hospitals of the 1920’s to the large 
complex institutions we know today. Responsibility for providing the public with healthcare was 
during the 1920’s divided between the state, managing the locally stationed provincial doctors, 
the major cities, managing their own hospitals, and the county councils. During this time, 
physicians acted as directors of the clinics and hospitals. A physician was appointed director of 
the hospital mainly on the basis of his expertise in the field of medicine and not primarily by his 
knowledge and/or skills of administration. A professional administrator in charge of the 
economy and a nurse in charge of staff issues assisted the director. During this period, the 
medical profession was dominating how to run the clinics and hospitals in Sweden. Since 
healthcare was public, the hospital director was subordinate a political committee but in practise, 
the professionals were in charge of the hospitals. (Östergren & Sahlin-Andersson, 1998) 
 
During the course of time, the medical profession evolved and many new specialities within the 
profession were developed, increasing the number of specialized clinics. The increased standard 
of living also eliminated the need for smaller epidemical hospitals and these where instead 
merged with other hospitals. The merging of small hospitals into larger ones and the increasing 
complexity of the medical profession led to the hospitals growing in size. Additionally, the 
Swedish government reformed the organization of the public healthcare and transferred in the 
1960’s almost all responsibility for running it to the Swedish county councils. The growth of 
hospitals, the increased number of specializations in the field of medicine and the restructuring of 
the public healthcare sector resulted, in the 1960’s, in large and complex management units. 
These new hospitals were difficult to organize in the traditional way and administration of 
administrative units became heavily influenced by how industries and factories were run. As a 
result, the hospitals became during the 1960’s known as hospital factories. (Östergren & Sahlin-
Andersson, 1998) In running these large hospital factories, needs for new management systems 
were stressed. A new administration hierarchy evolved parallel with the old medical hierarchy. 
The administration grew in authority although professionals, i.e. the physicians, still regained 
much influence. Managers and professionals coexisted at first without much tension. The 
Swedish healthcare sector was growing with increased budgets and funding. Between the 1970’s 
and the 1980’s, the administrative units of the hospitals grew faster than the clinical operations 
and in the 1980’s, many attempts to make the administration more efficient were undertaken in 
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the form of decentralization. Coupled to the emergence of New Public Management in the 
1990’s however, politicians increased their financial demands.  Budgets for the public healthcare 
became more restricted and the administration turned to the private market in search for more 
efficient ways of managing the hospitals. For the first time, the public hospitals became 
influenced by management trends common in the private sector. This influence, combined with a 
shrinking healthcare budget, pitted for the first time administrators, politicians and medical 
professions together against each other. (Östergren & Sahlin-Andersson, 1998) 
 
As a result of its history, the Swedish healthcare is today dominated by three different logics of 
administration; (1.) the political, (2.) the professional and (3.) the managerial. As noted above, 
these three logics have played different roles in the past and present. The concept of logics is 
derived from institutional theory but can in our thesis, where we adopt a discursive approach to 
understanding healthcare, roughly be translated into three different discourses. In the same way 
that logics are sets of rules and patterns governing behaviour, discourses are sets of rules and 
patterns guiding what is said and done in practice. Each discourse is characterized by its own 
language, motives, hierarchies and meanings. The discourses also represent differing opinions 
about fundamental issues, such as the definition of good healthcare, what healthcare should 
provide to the public and how hospitals best should be administered.   
 
Power relations between the competing discourses have changed during the course of time. The 
professional discourse was dominating healthcare from the turn of the 20th century until the 
extensive reforms in the 1960’s, when hospitals grew to large complicated bureaucracies and 
managers took over most of the administrative tasks. From the 1960’s to the early 1990’s, the 
Swedish public healthcare experienced increased funding while managers and professionals 
coexisted without much tension. In the 1990s, politicians reduced the grants to public healthcare, 
resulting in the sector becoming put under pressure by demands of economic control and 
planning. The current administration of hospitals is heavily influenced by a managerial discourse 
inspired by the market economy, often referred to as New Public Management. This new 
managerial discourse is putting pressure of how healthcare should be organized and conducted. 
Managers are starting to encroach upon areas traditionally managed by the professionals, 
resulting in an increased tension between the two discourses. The role of the political discourse 
has varied over the years, highly dependent on how the public eye views the public healthcare. 
(Östergren & Sahlin-Andersson, 1998) As mentioned however, the Swedish public healthcare has 
lately been subject to heavier demands from politicians, stressing to increase the quality of care to 
a lower cost. The politicians, driven by their way of reasoning, here come in conflict with the 
professionals’ view of how to provide good healthcare. Similarly, the managers come in conflict 
with politicians and professionals about how to administer, run and streamline the hospitals. 
 
By acknowledging the struggles between these three discourses, it appears that exploring how 
politicians, managers and physicians interact through talk and action becomes necessary in order 
to identify discursive practices impacting change within the healthcare setting. Worth noticing is 
however that the political discourse, although being important, to a smaller extent than other 
discourses operates on a day-to-day basis within hospitals. 
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6.2. Pre-study: Observation of the Lean Healthcare Conference in Stockholm 
The aim of the pre-study was to identify key actors to Lean implementation within a healthcare 
context. Such an insight was considered being valuable for delimitations for, and design of, our 
subsequent research. We will in this section provide a brief summary of the day and conclude our 
main insights gained from observations.  
 
Lean Healthcare is a yearly gathering stretching over two days, where participants with varying 
backgrounds (physicians, nurses, administrators, managers and politicians) from all over 
Scandinavia are invited to share their experiences of Lean in the healthcare setting. Our 
observation took place at a conference facility in central Stockholm during the last day of the 
conference.  
 
Main themes being discussed during the conference were Lean leadership and how the 
transformation of an “ordinary” hospital into a “Lean hospital” could be better managed. 
Identified problems circled around how to involve the whole organization and particularly how 
to convince physicians of the positive effects derived from Lean. Politicians were never 
mentioned on an operational level in the implementation process. The main actors affecting 
outcomes of a change initiative therefore seemed to be the managers and the physicians.  
 
An interesting observation was how some themes were never brought up to discussion during 
the day, although having been pointed out as critical to the implementation process of Lean. This 
was particularly evident in the case of how to “convince” the physicians of the positive effects 
derived from Lean production. Although acknowledging this as a major key to a successful Lean 
implementation and in the end of the conference concluding that “We need to get the physicians 
on-board”, no speech during the day was concerned with discussing how this should actually be 
obtained. The dynamics of the professional discourse thereby remained rather untouched, 
making this discourse even more interesting to explore when wanting to create understanding for 
discursive practices impacting change within professional organizations. 

6.3. Considerations for delimiting the study 
Lean implementation draws upon a managerial discourse, in which managers introduce new 
concepts into the professional organization. The managerial discourse is thus central to our 
research. The professional discourse, as pointed out to be critical for change initiatives within a 
healthcare setting and still being highly ignored in discussion, must also be considered important 
to explore. Since the political discourse appears rather downplayed in the day-to-day Lean 
implementation, it is assumed to affect the outcomes of change initiatives to a lesser extent. We 
therefore delimit our study to focus on the dynamic interplay between the managerial and the 
professional discourse in order to identify discursive practices affecting change. With these 
insights, we are now ready to enter our studied hospital. 

6.4. Entering the hospital 
The location for our empirical study is Danderyds Sjukhus AB, a large university hospital in 
Stockholm where Lean inspired working processes, often referred to as DS Lean, were initiated 
in 2008. DS Lean is portrayed as a natural continuation of a long tradition of process-oriented 
work within the hospital.  
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Business development is today driven from a small administrative unit, responsible for Lean 
inspired education of clinic managers and operations managers. We entered the hospital as a part 
of a collaboration project between Danderyds Hospital AB and the Royal Institute of 
Technology, initiated by the hospital. The business developers helped us in arranging our initial 
interviews and enabled us to observe Lean inspired education for resident physicians. In the next 
chapter, we will present our observations from the educational day. Extracts from interviews will 
be introduced in Chapter 8, where we identify discursive practices based upon utterances and 
actions from interviews and observations. 
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7. Observations 
 
This chapter is dedicated to our observations during the educational day for resident physicians at 
the hospital in April 2013. The education was located to a small conference room in a patient 
hotel adjacent to the main hospital building. The purpose of the development program was to 
increase the residents’ awareness of, and skills in, continuous improvement within the hospital. In 
this section, we summarise our observations in a brief narrative of the day.  
 
As has already been stressed, talk and action is in our study being analysed as consequences of a 
particular discourse rather than on an individual level. All the extracts presented in the following 
should thus be regarded as manifestations of discourse belonging rather than as individual 
thoughts or statements. Worth mentioning is also that the extracts have been translated from 
Swedish to English. In cases where we feel that the translation results in limitations for conveying 
the original feeling behind the utterance, we therefore provide extracts of the untranslated 
Swedish version as a complement. 

7.1. Observation of the Development program for resident physicians at the 
hospital - Narrative of the day 
We entered the room ten minutes before the day was about to start, noting that almost all 
physicians were already present. The day started off with the Hospital Business Developer 
(HBD) introducing us as students doing observational studies in a collaboration project between 
the hospital and Royal Institute of Technology. The purpose of our study was explained to the 
resident physicians as a way to improve communication around the hospital’s DS Lean project. 
The HBD emphasised the importance of collaborations between the hospital and different 
universities and then proceeded by describing our project (based on interviews and observations) 
as:  
 

“not scientific, but as a way to access the overall feelings within the hospital (Swedish: ”en 
tempmätare”).” 

 
The HBD further proceeded with a brief introduction where the objectives of the day’s activities 
were explained. As a next step, the HBD followed up the previous meeting and asked about the 
status of the residents’ improvement projects. The question resulted in a discussion on how 
different clinics work to improve their practices and routines. Extracts of utterances from the 
residents are summarised below. 
 

“…when given time, it works but we don’t have the understanding in our organization ” – comment 
on how much time the residents have for work on improvements 

 
“…to be able to work with continuous improvement, one has to think freely and escape the rat race ” 
– comment on working with improvements 

 
The HBD stressed the importance of using instruments based on customer value rather than 
financial or productivity measures when working with improving the organization and its clinics. 
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After the opening session, a researcher studying Lean in healthcare presented a recent study on 
effects of Lean implementation at seven different value streams at a large hospital in Stockholm. 
The lecturer started with asking the question “what is Lean?” to which the responses included 
statements such as: 
 

“Not to do the wrong thing, to do the right thing” 
 

 
“Concepts from the outside, not based on knowledge” 
 

 
“Efficiency, not doing unnecessary things” 
 

 
“Attempts to implement models from the industry to a healthcare setting, does not build on 
research and is not suited for us” 

 
 

“A fashion, has already disappeared” 
 

“Something that an enthusiastic “dude” in a suit has come up with, not applicable in 
healthcare” 
 

“Efficiency in a process” 
 

 
“I don’t know what Lean is, I have never asked” 
 

“Arrows pointing up and down - looking nice -but what 
does it mean?” 

 
The researcher then continued the lecture with a brief history of Lean production and Toyota. 
The group lost interest after a short while and many people started playing with their phones or 
engaged in private discussions. One resident asked the lecturer if Toyota “exhausts their 
employees and how the employee turnover rate looks like”. 
 
The lecturer then mentioned the difficulties coupled to working with Lean in strong professions 
and pointed out the pride and autonomy characterizing physicians. For Lean to generate 
satisfying results, he argued, doctors need to start working in teams. He then tested the audience 
by asking what “Just In Time” (JIT) meant. It became evident that not many physicians in the 
room were familiar with the concept. Throughout the lecture, we observed a general disinterest 
among the listeners and almost no notes were taken. 
 
The lecture was concluded by the HBD who stressed the importance of improving conditions 
for the patients, mentioning that “Lean is the engine that drives this process”. She also 
acknowledged that the Lean concept needs to be translated into the hospital setting; “One must 
build a system that works for us.” 
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At this stage, one of the hospital’s medical Directors presented himself. He confirmed that the 
strategy presented by the HBD was the right way forward. After this brief interjection, the HBD 
stressed the importance of having the full backing from the medical managers in the hospital’s 
Lean endeavour; “It’s critical that the managers are on board the [Lean] train”. After the first 
session, there was a short coffee break. During this break, two of the RPs approached us and 
asked about our research. The four of us had a discussion about issues coupled to managing 
physicians. 
 
The second morning session began with the HBD introducing the hospital’s physician in charge 
of hospital hygiene (HH) as the next lecturer. The theme of the lecture was hospital-acquired 
infections and how to reduce risk factors through continuous improvement. Worth noticing is 
that the HH started her lecture with showing how much hospital-acquired infections cost the 
society and the hospital, not mentioning patient security or suffering at all. Another observation 
was that the audience’s degree of participation was much higher during this lecture than during 
the previous lecture about Lean that had been held before the break. The RPs were now actively 
taking notes and asked a lot of specific, in detail questions about bacteria and other medical 
issues associated with hospital-acquired infections, i.e. “How long after an ESBL-positive test can 
a patient be declared free from infection?” Even the most passive groups from the previous 
lecture started to engage each other in talk. We could see no clear coupling between the lecture 
and the hospital’s DS Lean program. The lecture was followed by a one-hour lunch break, which 
we spent apart from the group of residents. 
 
After lunch, one of the HBD’s colleagues moderated a workshop on continuous improvement 
tools. The RPs were shown the Plan-Do-Check-Act-cycle (PDCA)-cycle as a tool for 
continuously identifying and improving problems within the organization. One of the first 
reactions to this was an RP questioning the necessity and relevance of the tool: 
 

“This is what we already do.” 

 
The RPs were further divided into small groups with the task of applying one or several stages of 
the PDCA-cycle on a hypothetical or real project within the hospital. We as observers split up 
and observed one group each. In one of these groups, the RPs were not involved in the assigned 
task but rather engaged in discussion about their clinic in general, complaining about how bad 
things were running. After a while, the RPs identified the list containing each patient’s prescribed 
pharmaceuticals to be constantly incorrect. One of the RPs, somewhat serious, joked about the 
issue and meant that there was no point in trying to improve this procedure as the nurses 
involved did not know anything anyway. In the other observed group, an attempt to decide on a 
stage of the PDCA-cycle resulted in a stakeholder analysis. The stakeholders were identified and 
discussed. However, if there was no clear and direct answer to how a certain group of 
stakeholders could be involved in the project, these were left outside the analysis with the 
comment “We cannot consider everyone. We should start by executing the project locally here at 
the clinic because if it doesn’t work here, it [the whole process with all stakeholders] won’t work 
anyway.” One stakeholder identified as problematic to involve in the change was the district 
healthcare centres, concluded to be affected through an increased workload. One of the RPs 
stated that “My clinic is really bad, they just sit with their computers, it will be exactly the same 
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with the district healthcare centres.” The group also discussed how the results of the project, 
once implemented, could be followed up and came to the conclusion that “it’s hard to measure 
before-after”. After a completed stakeholder analysis, the discussion of whether to continue with 
a risk analysis or not came to a quick end with one RP concluding that “a risk analysis doesn’t 
seem relevant for this [the studied] project”. The group instead took an early coffee break.  
 
After the coffee break, the exercise was summed up with each group presenting findings from 
their work. During the ensuing discussion, one of the residents questioned the whole point of the 
exercise, meaning that: “What does this model help me with? I would do this anyway.” Other 
comments were: “It was a bit abstract” and “It’s just to structure up your project [what’s the big 
deal with this model?].” Yet another RP meant that: “We use the entire budget on measuring 
time and not on what is important.” 
 
At the end of the day, the HBD handed out action plans to be filled in by the RPs. However, the 
RPs showed no interest in doing this, whereupon the HBD ended the day a bit earlier than 
scheduled. The RPs did not bring their hand-outs with them. 

7.2. Observations in summary 
In summarizing the day, several observations could be highlighted. We observed many instances 
where the resident physicians disregarded Lean as a legitimate concept. Lean was not considered 
scientific and should therefore not be used at the hospital. Lean was also perceived as too 
unsophisticated for the complexities of healthcare. When presented with specific tools for work 
with continuous improvements, a common reaction was to claim that the tools presented did not 
bring anything new to the residents’ way of work. The tools were in effect regarded as 
unnecessary. The engagement of the residents was also observed to sway depending on subject. 
It was clear that some subjects were regarded as much more relevant than others. During the 
lecture drawing upon a managerial discourse (Lean and the lessons of value streams from a major 
Swedish hospital), a majority of the residents disengaged from the topic treated. As a contrast, 
the lecture about hygiene, which mainly drew from a professional discourse, engaged the majority 
of the residents.   
 
The tendencies to disregard Lean as a legitimate concept, how introduced tools were categorized 
as already in use and how the residents engaged and disengaged depending on topics covered will 
all be further explored and analysed in the next chapter.  
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8. Challenges to change in professional organizations 
 
Based on observations and interviews, we will as a first step in this chapter identify and exemplify 
a set of discursive practices to be found at the hospital. We then proceed by understanding how 
these discursive practices affect the interplay between managers and professionals during change 
initiatives in professional organizations. For this process, we use the model of discursive 
interactions presented in Chapter 2 and analyse how each observed discursive practice 
contributes to dynamics in the model. With a developed understanding for the dynamics behind 
how change initiatives are met, we finally identify challenges to change in professional 
organizations. 

8.1. Identifying discursive practices 
Discursive practices are, as already concluded, manifestations of discourse belonging in talk and 
action. The analysis of talk and action therefore makes it possible to explore specific discourses, 
which in turn govern how talk and action is manifested and reproduced. At the studied hospital, 
we were able to identify at least five discursive practices introducing challenges to organizational 
change. These practices included (1.) Shielding the Profession, (2.) Exempting Exceptions (3.) Positioning 
Subjects (4.) Casting the Other and (5.) Engaging. Each practice will in this section be explained and 
exemplified. 
 
As for our observations presented in the previous chapter, extracts from interviews introduced 
below should be regarded as manifestations of underlying discourse rather than as individual 
thoughts or statements. Also here, we provide extracts of the original Swedish version in cases 
where the translation might not catch the feelings behind utterances. 

8.1.1. Shielding the Profession 
The discursive practise of “Shielding the Profession” recreates professional autonomy relative 
foreign discourses. Although being manifested in a variety of ways, these are all coupled to 
closing off the professional discourse from what is perceived as not belonging. In our more 
specific case, physicians’ autonomy is protected from a new foreign concept introduced by 
managers. We will here illustrate how the discursive practise of Shielding is manifested in talk and 
action by analysing quotations and extracts from our interviews and observations at the hospital. 
 
A common variant of Shielding is expressed by stating how work at the hospital has always been 
carried out in a process-oriented way and how Lean as a way to conduct work does not really 
introduce anything new. 
 

“People believe, people think that it’s something strange coming from the outside. Why should we 
call it Lean when we already, when we are already working like that. Why should we, why should we 
put a strange label on it?” 

 
“But yet again, there already existed a well established knowledge within the hospital so to speak. So 
Lean was not really a revolution.” 
 
“It’s a catchword. It’s nothing new either. We have had continuous improvements since year zero. 
But there’s always stuff happening, it’s a catchword. A new boss, either an operations manager or 
hospital manager, always needs to introduce something new, to put his mark on the organization.”  
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“And continuous improvement is nothing new, I guess it [Lean] is a way to package it and mm… it’s 
just like what I’m working with, it’s actually also Lean.” 
 
“They had already been working process-oriented and measured all these things and they thought 
that… and many of them had worked in healthcare for a long time.” 
 

The concept of Lean is here being constructed as something that has already been in use for a 
long time at the hospital. It is just another label for a practise already present. By making this 
connection, Lean and its associated managerial discourse appear partly obsolete. As the 
introduced concept of Lean is nothing new, there is no need to renew current work procedures. 
In effect, the physicians are shielded from foreign managerial influence. A further way in which 
“Shielding the Profession” protects physicians from outer influence is the discrediting of newly 
introduced concepts stemming from a foreign discourse. In the following two extracts, Lean is 
not only argued being a new name for something already present at the hospital but also 
constructed as childish. 

  
Of course you care about it [Lean] but you should not think that you have discovered The Emperor’s 
New Clothes […] you should not think that you have discovered anything new.” 
 
“It was something like, it was like The Emperor's New Clothes. It was only a new name for 
something that we have always worked with.” 

 
By associating newly introduced concepts from a managerial discourse with the children’s tale 
“The Emperor’s New Clothes”, these concepts come to gain no validity at the hospital. As a 
consequence, the physicians are protected from outer influence. 
 
Shielding from new concepts is also manifested through how Lean is being coupled to the 
hospital’s overall goals.  
 

“Today we are 99% accessible; we are able to meet our goals, able to meet our required goals 99% of 
the time. This is partly thanks to Lean or Lean thinking but also partly thanks to the fact that we have 
always, during the years, worked process-oriented.”  
 
“Well, we reach our goals better today. But… we do that at every clinic [also at clinics where Lean 
has not been fully employed]. Everybody is working a bit more Lean-inspired maybe and some, as I 
mentioned earlier, are calling it our Lean work while others are calling it our process-oriented work, 
which we have worked with for 15 years and which is finally paying off so to speak.” 

 
By associating the hospital’s satisfactory performance level with practices already established, 
Lean is ascribed little impact for reaching organizational goals. As a consequence, the concept is 
not necessary to embrace. Physicians are in this way protected from the entrance of novel 
practises or ideas. The discursive practice rebuffs outside influence and protects the physicians’ 
autonomy.  
 
Shielding is also created through the argued complexities of healthcare, yet again protecting the 
physicians from outer influence. A perceived difference in complexity between physicians’ work 
and managerial tools will be illustrated in the following extracts from interviews.  
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“And then there are many who believe that… you can not compare healthcare with Toyota.” 

 
“It’s not, it’s not like a car so to speak, you have all the parts and a car pops out, after a process. Our 
work is so much more complex, so to speak.” 

 
By comparing Toyota with the healthcare sector and stressing the complexities of the latter, Lean 
concepts taken from an argued simple context of car manufacturing are being constructed as not 
applicable for a professional setting. The physicians are therefore not obliged to adopt foreign 
concepts and are protected from managerial influence. A similar variant of Shielding is 
manifested through drawing upon knowledge as a way to protect autonomy. Autonomy is, as 
earlier noted, largely based upon the professionals’ in-depth knowledge within their field of work. 
Knowledge can thus be used as a tool for closing off foreign discourses. During our observation 
of the educational day for resident physicians, our research (based on interviews and 
observations) was from a professional discourse introduced as: 
 

“not scientific, but as a way to access the overall feelings within the hospital (Swedish: “en 
tempmätare”)”. 

 
By describing our project as unscientific, a foreign concept of gathering data was dismissed. By 
the same discursive logic, drawing upon science and knowledge can protect the physicians from 
other concepts being considered unscientific. During the same educational day, resident 
physicians defined Lean as: 
 

“Concepts from the outside, not based on knowledge” 
 

“Attempts to implement models from the industry to a healthcare setting, does not build on research and is 
not suited for us” 

 
By stressing a perceived lack of research coupled to Lean, the concept is being constructed as 
irrelevant for the profession to embrace. In this way, foreign concepts and practices are repelled 
and autonomy sustained. Following quotations take knowledge as a way of shielding the 
professionals from outside influence to the next level. Not only through closing off physicians 
from the outside, but also through removing managers from the everyday operations, are the 
physicians protected from managerial concepts. 
 

“That’s what’s wrong with Lean in Sweden, in the public healthcare, the managers are down in the 
clinics meddling (Swedish: “nere och petar”) with things they know nothing about.” 
 
“… But managers who don’t know anything, they are down in the production and meddle (Swedish: 
“de är ju nere i produktionen och tittar”).” 

 
Through removal of the manager by placing him or her outside the operations “up there 
somewhere”, physicians are isolated from managerial influence. We will return to this 
phenomenon in the discursive practice of “Positioning Subjects”, where we discuss it in more 
detail.  
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“Shielding the Profession” is, as we have seen, manifested in a variety of ways. Whether the 
practice is coupled to claims of Lean being nothing new, perceptions that Lean can be decoupled 
from organizational goals, the complexities of healthcare or management’s poor understanding of 
the operations, all kinds of manifestations share the common feature of securing autonomy for 
the professional discourse. This in turn makes it hard for new concepts to be adopted within a 
professional organization. How the dynamics between a managerial and a professional discourse 
are affected by the practice of Shielding will be further explained in 8.3. 

8.1.2. Exempting Exceptions 
If “Shielding the Profession” was strongly coupled to maintaining autonomy in the professional 
discourse, the discursive practice of “Exempting Exceptions” legitimizes this autonomy to other 
discourses within the organization. The practice places the profession in an “exceptional 
position” outside the influence of managerial discourse. The profession is constructed as a special 
occupation, not constrained by the same processes as the rest of the organization. “Exempting 
Exceptions”, just like Shielding, results in the profession being protected from outside influence; 
not by closing the professional discourse but rather by reinforcing the professional discourse as 
dominant within the organization. 
 
We will here illustrate how the managerial discourse through talk and action in practice recreates 
the notion of the physicians as not being bound to the same rules as the rest of the organization. 
The following extract depicts physicians as a group with their own set of rules.  
 

“But the concept of Lean within the medical profession is tricky I can tell, because it’s being 
perceived… in certain places at least… as a consultant product and you need to respect that so to 
speak and then we have been rather pragmatic and said: OK, fine you can do… you should work 
process oriented and you should reach your goals and if you feel that Lean is a provoking word 
which prevents you from reaching your goals, forget about Lean as a word but you should work with 
your flows, work with quality and standardize your work.” 
 

In this extract, the physicians are given special status. They are constructed as being exempt from 
the new concepts of Lean. It is the manager’s role to give in and be pragmatic. During our 
observations at the educational day for resident physicians, we also noted that the day was 
concluded when the physicians showed no interest in filling in their action plans. In another 
setting, the participants would probably have been more encouraged to complete the task. The 
practice of Exempting Exceptions is thus reinforcing the notion of physicians as a special group. 
By emphasizing the need to treat the medical profession with respect and the need for a manager 
to be pragmatic, a power imbalance is created between the discourses. The following extract from 
a managerial discourse further emphasizes this phenomenon: 
 

“Well, I think it is you my dears with a medical background, you have a great task ahead of you if you 
want to convince the medical profession to get on-board the Lean-train. They almost only pay 
attention if you’re one of them (Swedish: “någon från det egna skrået”). When I stand there, they 
always scrutinize me and try to nail me. What source do you have for this? Is this scientific? I have 
never worked so much with my presentations as I have here (Swedish: “på det här bygget”). You are 
terrified to say something that later turns out to be wrong.” 
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The use of terms such as “one of them” implies an exceptional positioning while the fear to talk 
in terms not accepted by the physicians indicates a professional dominance and a managerial 
submissiveness. Further examples of how the practice of “Exempting Exceptions” reinforces a 
dominant professional discourse at the expense of the managerial discourse are illustrated in the 
following extracts.  
 

“If you would show that “Lean-house” to a chief physician at the Orthopaedic clinic, he would 
laugh. It’s like that. That’s why we remove it. We won’t show it.” 

 
“… Because then they can wave it away (Swedish: “fnysa”) and tell you: that’s only applicable on 
cars. Then you need to find examples where this is converted to a healthcare setting…” 
 
”… Partly because they have a fragmented work situation and have a hard time to free up time, that’s 
the first. And secondly because the physicians are a special… they are always questioning things and 
find that Lean is… if it’s not scientifically tested and if we can’t demonstrate the effects they think… 
and if we don’t… we tried to, we worked a bit amateurish with this (Swedish: “Vi hade ju lite 
hemmasnickeri här också”) so we had a hard time convincing them that this…” 

 
Here, managers are reinforcing the notion that they need to convince physicians with a 
professional language. It is not a question of communicating a message that is accepted by the 
physicians, but rather to adapt to the physicians’ requirements and accept their resistance without 
questioning. Moreover, the persuasion should be on the physicians’ own terms. As scientific 
evidence could be assumed to legitimize managerial concepts, this evidence is what has to be 
stressed in order to gain credibility. Physicians are hereby depicted as dominant actors while 
managers are assigned a more passive and submissive role. 
 
Another variation of “Exempting Exceptions” is to be identified in the following extracts, 
emphasizing that explicit ways and strategies for how physicians should work become 
subordinate to reaching the hospital’s established goals. 
 

“If you by various reasons don’t want to do it but still work… everybody works process-oriented… 
fine, do it. Just make sure you reach the goals. It’s like that.” 

 
As long as desired outcomes are achieved, the physicians are argued to work in satisfactory ways 
and should not be forced to apply new working processes. The physicians are yet again exempt 
from managerial influence and their autonomy is legitimized. 
 
“Exempting Exceptions” can also be manifested through how the physicians at the hospital are 
placed relative other functions, such as management. 
 

“In some cases the improvements were very clear, in some cases they were not (Swedish: “I vissa fall 
var det väldigt tydliga förbättringar, i vissa andra kom man inte riktigt lika långt”), and as I mentioned 
before, one of the explanations for this was probably that certain clinics didn’t have commitment 
from management. They didn’t have the physicians’ involvement at all stages.” 

 
In this extract, the physicians are granted the same power as management. Commitment from 
management equals commitment from the physicians. Interestingly, back-up from other 
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functions, such as nurses, is not mentioned as being important. This reinforces the perception of 
all physicians being informal managers and indicates a hierarchy at the hospital. As a 
consequence, physicians are granted both formal and informal power, which yet again implies a 
professional discursive dominance. 
 
The practice of “Exempting Exceptions” creates and reinforces a power imbalance between 
professionals and managers. By constructing professionals as being special and not obliged to 
follow managerial initiatives as long as set goals are met, an image of the professionals as the ones 
possessing power within the organization is created. By trying to convince professionals on their 
own terms, managers undermine their own discourse and in turn their influence. These dynamics 
will be further explained in 8.3. 

8.1.3. Positioning Subjects 
“Positioning Subjects” is the discursive practice in which individuals from different discourses 
position themselves relative each other by creating images of themselves, their place and their 
competences. As a consequence, an image of the individual in relation to others as well as to the 
organization as a whole is constructed and reinforced. In this section, we will explore how the 
managerial as well as the professional discourse position subjects, creating an imbalanced power 
relationship within the hospital. 
 
In the following extracts, we see how physicians are being constructed relative managers. 
 

“If you want the productivity to drop, then you should let the managers mess around (Swedish: “vara 
inne och pilla i det”). So you removed the managers and placed them outside to acquire necessary 
resources, then the productivity increased straight away. There’s a lot of meddling (Swedish: “Det är 
mycket petande”) by managers in our business. As a tax-payer, I think it’s very stupid.” 
 
“No, it’s important but we have gone through our decisions, restructured the organization around 
these areas and these processes are rather successful if the managers are not that involved. Our 
current CEO has enough sense not to involve himself in everything (Swedish: “vettiga chefer, vår 
nuvarande VD har vett att inte vara med i allting riktigt”).” 
 

The managers are here being placed outside the organization, perceived as not belonging to it. 
Interestingly, a similar manifestation of subject positioning was also noted being performed by 
managers: 
 

“So we felt that we were all part of this, even I was part of this and I was out in the field (Swedish: 
“till och med jag var ute i verksamheten”).” 

 
Being part of the organizational effort as a manager is here being perceived as something out of 
the ordinary, almost exceptional. By unconsciously positioning oneself outside the rest of the 
organization, an image of not belonging is reinforced. The same phenomenon can be identified 
in the following extracts: 
 

“We are building these BI-systems to, not to monitor the economic activity but to monitor 
processes, flows, lead times and quality out there at the hospital (Swedish: “där ute i vården”). And a 
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lot of this could have massive benefits in the work carried out there (Swedish: “vara till extremt stor 
nytta i arbetet där ute”).”  
 
“We shall implement this now for three weeks and follow up the results and she [controller] has been 
rather involved in this. So it’s also a very important resource we have here, which could be of great 
use in the Lean work out there in the organization.”  

 
No, I wouldn’t put it like that; rather we work with different clinics out there, instead. Especially 
when it comes to the Lean concept. I don’t have a Lean board here etc.”  

 
“With Lean we have at least… we have reached some sort of breakthrough, we have breached a 
barrier (Swedish: “vi har kommit igenom någon sorts mur eller barriär”), or what should I say, it feels 
like that. Lean is trickling out there, out in the organization (Swedish: “så att det, det rinner, vattnet 
rinner ut där på andra sidan”).”  

 
Work carried out on the administrative level is also here being constructed as something lying 
outside the rest of the organization, thus not being seen as anything that should naturally be an 
integral part of the hospital. By using phrases such as “down there”, the managers are 
constructed as standing outside of the rest of the organization. This creates, similar to the 
discursive practise of Exceptions, a skew power relationship between managers and physicians at 
the hospital. By not regarding managerial work efforts as part of the “real work”, an image of 
managers being less vital than physicians is reinforced. 
 
Also by drawing on competence, an imbalanced relation between managers and physicians is 
created. The following extracts imply how only physicians are perceived as possessing the right 
competence to talk to other physicians, even in managerial matters such as the Lean initiative. 
  

“But Jane has a specific task to include the physicians in the continuous improvements… and she is a 
physician herself...” 
 
“It’s a good starting point. It’s easier if physicians talk with physicians.”  

 
You could say that, but it’s also about the fundamental values and… John is a physician so he tried to 
concretize based upon his experiences and to refer to his hospital.” 

 
Through construction of managers as not being competent enough to discuss organizational 
matters with physicians, the professional discourse is reinforced as dominant at the hospital. 
Managers also unconsciously construct themselves as not being suited for organizing the work of 
physicians: 
 

“We have…you have to … I’m not an expert on medical organization but we have, we actually have 
all the physicians gathered… in most cases gathered in a cost pool or an organization.”  

 
This extract further illustrates how managers, through reinforcement of the professional 
discourse as dominant, become subordinate to professionals at the hospital. 
 
As we have seen in this section, the discursive practice of “Positioning Subjects” is manifested 
through managerial as well as professional talk and action. Through created images of an 
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individual’s place, managers are constructed as not being an integral part of the organization. 
Through created images of competence, the manager looses credibility as not being competent 
enough to talk to professionals about managerial matters. The result is an imbalanced 
relationship, where the managerial discourse becomes subordinate to a dominant professional 
discourse. Worth noticing is that the discursive practices of “Exempting Exceptions” and 
“Positioning Subjects” result in the same phenomenon, where managers appear to undermine 
their own position within the organization. This will be further illustrated in 8.3. 

8.1.4. Casting the Other 
Defining “others” is a way to dramatize and understand what is perceived as not belonging to the 
own group of individuals. It is a discursive practise where individuals are the directors, casting the 
role of The Others by breathing life into their identities. By analysing how the discursive practise 
is manifested at the hospital, we can understand how the managerial and professional discourses 
construct the image of and interact with each other. We will start by exploring how managers in 
different ways cast the role of physicians. 
 

“Well, I believe that they are stuck in this very traditional view of leadership, where one should… 
provide all the answers… the co-workers are some sort of low-class employees who should… work 
and keep quiet.” 
 
“All roles are needed in the patient flow, that’s also the Lean-philosophy. And then they feel a bit 
uncomfortable (Swedish: “och då skruvar de på sig lite”) because the senior physicians still regard the 
assistant nurses as the old assistants we had back then (Swedish: “ser ju fortfarande 
undersköterskorna ungefär som… de tidigare biträdena som vi hade då”). They should like, fetch the 
tea when they [the physicians] arrived in the morning (Swedish:” Att de skulle ungefär fixa teet till när 
de kom på morgonen.”). But they have… I think it’s a question about privilege. Some old elements 
are left, hierarchical thoughts.” 
 

The physicians are here casted as old-fashioned and traditional, which is considered being 
undesired. They are given the role of feudal lords, mistreating their subjects. This contrasts 
strongly with what modern management tells us about all employees being equally vital parts of a 
functional team.  
 
Physicians are further casted the role of uncooperative co-workers who safeguard their traditional 
way of work in order to retain status at the hospital.  
 

“Imagine the surgeon with the big knife who…it’s really, yeah you command a lot of dignity in such 
a situation, a lot of impact. And Lean is after all based upon the principle… the importance of the 
team; everybody plays his or her part etc. It’s not about one person being the soloist and that the rest 
should only act as support. Of course it’s another way of thinking and that might be a bit hard for 
them.” 

 
“No, because the concept of Lean is something the physicians regard as… perceive as… they have 
accepted the concepts of the normal state and standardization. If we look at the surgeons, who 
command a strong position within the medical body, they certainly don’t want to work standardized. 
They want to be virtuosos, place their cuts so and so as they please, that’s their thing, it’s the 
craftsmanship of surgery.” 
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The physicians are here given the role of the solo-artist, protecting their autonomy. It is also 
interesting to explore how physicians cast the role of managers at the hospital. 
 

“People in the administrative building are not in touch with reality.” 
 
By constructing managers as not being in touch with reality, they are in this extreme case given 
the role of a madman who does not understand the hospital, or even reality. Other examples 
when physicians engage in “Casting the Other” are manifested through the discursive practice of 
“Shielding the Profession”, where managers are being constructed as less competent and not 
having the required knowledge to organize healthcare. As we can see here, there is some 
overlapping between different discursive practices. In shielding the profession from outer 
influence, physicians sometimes engage in the practice of “Casting the Other” by constructing 
managers as less competent. 
 
Through the discursive practice of “Casting the Other”, managers as well as professionals 
contribute to a distance between the two discourses within an organization. Managers cast the 
professionals as uncooperative. Professionals in turn cast managers as not being knowledgeable 
enough to organize healthcare. The discursive practice creates a distance, making it hard for 
managers and professionals to find arenas where novel concepts can be constructively discussed. 
These dynamics will be further explained in 8.3. 

8.1.5. Engaging 
In contrast to the practices earlier discussed, the discursive practice of “Engaging” is not mainly 
manifested through utterances in talk but more through actions alone. Engaging or disengaging 
in specific topics and discussions constructs a hierarchy among topics, where the most popular 
topics gain status as important. The discursive practice of “Engaging” thus establishes what is 
worth paying attention to within the organization. 
 
During our observations of the development program for resident physicians, a clear pattern of 
engagement and disengagement was observed. Throughout the introductory lecture, centring 
around results of Lean implementation in a healthcare setting, the majority of the residents 
displayed disinterest and passivity. Change initiatives drawing on a managerial discourse were 
thereby constructed as non-relevant. In contrast, the lecture about hospital-acquired infections 
engaged almost all the residents. They where actively participating, being attentive and interested. 
Engagement thus reinforced the issues of medicine as relevant. Our interviews with managers 
from a non-medical background provided insight in how managers engaged and disengaged in 
different topics. It could be noted that they readily elaborated on traditional managerial issues 
such as HR, leadership, organization and economy. Less interest was however paid to medical 
issues and sometimes even to Lean. 
 
Having noted that the intensity of engagement for different topics varies between managers and 
professionals, a lack of common ground for discussions can be identified. When managers 
engage in topics, professionals simultaneously disengage and vice versa. The discursive practice 
of “Engaging” thus contributes to communication difficulties as topics are prioritised differently 
depending on discourse belonging. It becomes hard for managers and professionals to find 
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common arenas where novel concepts can be discussed. The dynamics of “Engaging” will be 
further explained in the next section. 
As has been noted, boundaries between the discursive practices can be rather vague and some 
utterances could be analysed as an instance of different practices. By shielding the profession, 
physicians were at the same time constructing managers as unknowledgeable by drawing upon 
the practice of “Casting the Other”. Through “Subject Positioning”, managers were also 
constructed as not competent enough to organize healthcare. However, we will for clarity’s sake 
continue to treat the practices separately, although being aware of the fact that they in practice 
are highly interwoven.  

8.2. Taking the discursive practices further 
We have so far discussed the identified discursive practices in the context of our studied hospital. 
Since professions are characterized by the same underlying commitments independent of the 
setting however, they same discursive practices could be considered being present within any 
professional organization.  
 
As already described in Chapter 3, professions are characterized by a commitment to protecting 
their autonomy. Hence, it could be assumed that all professional organizations experience how 
managers are constructed as not belonging to the core of the organization. Through the dynamics 
of discursive interplay, managers might as a consequence start to construct an image of 
themselves as not belonging and not being competent enough to organize professional work. 
The practice of “Subject Positioning” should therefore be considered characterizing professional 
organizations in general, where managers are constructed as subordinate the professionals in the 
organizational hierarchy. Since professionals for a long time have protected themselves from 
outer influence and safeguarded their autonomy, there should also be expected to already exist an 
imbalance of influence within the professional organization. As a result of this unbalance 
between managers and professionals, managers will through discursive interaction exempt 
professionals from managerial influence by constructing them as a special group. The discursive 
practice of “Exempting Exceptions” is therefore assumed to play a part within any professional 
organization. Professionals are further characterized by being experts in a particular subject or 
task. It is natural that they would engage more intensively in topics concerning subjects close to 
their own body of knowledge. Managers, who do not have access to this knowledge, will more 
likely engage in topics closer to their own training. The discursive practice of “Engaging” should 
therefore also be considered being present in all professional organizations. 
 
It should be pointed out that some practices might well be manifested in varying ways within 
different contexts. Drawing upon the profession’s commitment to knowledge and special skills, it 
would be legitimate to assume that the discursive practice of “Shielding the Profession” often 
draws upon a construction of managers lacking knowledge as well as complexities within the 
organization in order to resist external change initiatives. Manifesting shielding by referring to 
foreign concepts as “nothing new” on the other hand, could be assumed only present in cases 
where the change initiatives to some degree resemble practices already in use within the 
organization. As a result of professionals protecting their autonomy, it is also legitimate to 
assume that professionals, through the construction of managers as lacking sufficient knowledge, 
employ the discursive practice of “Casting the Other” in any professional organization. In turn, 
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managers respond by constructing professionals who are committed to protect their autonomy as 
uncooperative, resulting in the same discursive practice. However, “Casting the Other” by 
referring to professionals as being old-fashioned draws upon local history and context and could 
therefore not be considered typical for professional organizations in general. 
 
Also worth noting is that the medical profession, through being one of the oldest, most well 
established professions in society, is representative for professional organizations overall but at 
the same time could be considered having a very strong impact on its organization. This should 
enable the discursive practices to be highly visible. In other professional settings, the discursive 
practices might therefore not be as strongly manifested as in our studied case. Independent of 
how and to what extent the discursive practices are being manifested however, they all contribute 
to the construction of social realities within the professional organization. 
 
We have in this thesis delimited our empirical study to analysing a managerial and a professional 
discourse, since we identified them as being most central during Lean implementation processes 
within a healthcare setting. As noted in Chapter 3 however, many conflicts in the professional 
organization have been centred around conflicting views between these two discourses. This 
indicates that our approach to understanding organizational change as the discursive interplay 
between managers and professionals should be applicable in the study of change within 
professional organizations in general. 

8.3. Dynamics of discursive practices 
Having identified a set of discursive practices that could be considered typical for all professional 
organizations, we will as a next step in creating understanding for challenges to organizational 
change in these contexts discuss how each identified practice affects the dynamics of discursive 
interplay. The discussion draws upon the framework for organizational change, developed in 
Chapter 2. By analysing managerial and professional talk and action (1. In Figure 6) we can 
examine how talk and action in turn affect discourses (2. In Figure 6). 

Professional 
discourse 

Managerial 
discourse 

1. Interaction of  Managerial and Professional  
Talk and Action. 

2. Talk and Action interact with discourses, 
which in turn interact with Talk and Action. 

Professional Talk and 
Action  

Managerial Talk and 
Action 

Figure 6: The Dynamics of Discursive Practices 
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8.3.1. Shielding the Profession and the strengthening of the professional discourse 
The discursive practice of “Shielding the Profession” reinforces, as we have seen in the previous 
section, the borders of professional talk and action. As a consequence, managerial talk and action 
does not easily transfer into the professional sphere. Shielding is in effect protecting the 
profession from outer influence, since managerial talk and action is rejected and effectively 
ignored. The discursive practise is reinforcing the core and the periphery of the professional 
discourse, strengthening the profession and protecting its autonomy. In Figure 7, the dynamics 
and consequences of “Shielding the Profession” are illustrated. 
 

 
 
As a result of the profession’s commitment to protect autonomy, the professional discourse is 
from the start very strong. When a new managerial concept is introduced through talk and action, 
Professional Shielding from foreign influence results in this concept being either directly 
countered (1. In Figure 7), or superficially accepted (2. In Figure 7). In the case where the concept is 
directly countered, it is not adopted in professional talk or action, thus further strengthening the 
professional discourse (3. In Figure 7). This makes it even harder for future managerial initiatives 
to be accepted. In the case where a concept drawing on managerial discourse after all succeeds in 
reaching professional talk and action, the adoption should however be considered rather 
superficial since professionals still shield themselves from outer influence. This makes it hard for 
the managerial concept to reach the professional discourse, and in particular the professional 
core. In cases where it actually is introduced as a peripheral concept, the transfer to the core is 
however slow. Only when the concept succeeds in reaching the professional core, it becomes 
actively performed in everyday talk and action. Consequently, foreign concepts are slowly, if at 
all, accepted in professional organizations. 

Professional 
discourse 

Managerial 
discourse 

Lean 
Lean tools 

Processes 

Complex work. 

Already working with Lean. 

They have no knowledge. 

3. Reinforcement of  the 
professional discourse. 

Customer stream 1. 

2. 

4. Concepts do not become core 
members or are very slowly 
transferred from periphery to core. 

Professional Talk and Action  Managerial Talk and Action 

Figure 7: The Dynamics of Shielding the Profession 
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During our observations, we could observe the dynamics of a concept being directly countered 
by professional talk and action. When the residents performed a stakeholder analysis (managerial 
talk), the managerial concept started to move towards professional talk and action. However, 
when the physicians later decided not to continue with the identified risks, the managerial talk 
was rebuffed. This indicates the phenomenon of professional talk, as a result of Shielding, being 
so strong that it is hard for professionals to fully employ a managerial discourse, even when 
trying. Attempts as the one described above, where physicians approach a managerial talk and 
then quickly abandon it again, illustrate a discursive rigidity.   

8.3.2. Exempting Exceptions and the undermining of the managerial discourse 
Through the discursive practice of “Exempting Exceptions”, power relations between the 
managerial and professional discourse are distorted. Exceptions reinforce the already dominant 
professional discourse by constructing the profession as exempted from managerial influence 
within the organization. This in turn results in a feedback-loop, where the managerial discourse 
continuous to loose legitimacy. In effect, the profession manages to keep their dominant position 
within the organization. These dynamics are presented in Figure 8. 

 
 
 
The practice of “Exempting Exceptions” is initiated in managerial talk and action. Managers 
construct the professionals as special, being exempt from managerial initiatives (1. In Figure 8). 
This results in an undermining of the managerial discourse (2. In Figure 8), which in turn 
reinforces the managerial role as less vital and decreases its influence within the organization     
(3. In Figure 8). Consequently, professionals construct themselves as more vital (4. In Figure 8), 
resulting in a reinforcement of the professional discourse as dominant within the organization   
(5. In Figure 8). The professional discourse in turn gains legitimacy (6. In Figure 8). 

Figure 8: The Dynamics of Exempting Exceptions 
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8.3.3. Positioning Subjects and the undermining of the managerial discourse 
The discursive practice of “Positioning Subjects” creates, just like “Exempting Exceptions”, an 
imbalance between the managerial and the professional discourses. By constructing managers as 
not being an integral part of the organization and not being competent enough to talk to 
professionals about managerial matters, the managerial discourse becomes subordinate to a 
dominant professional discourse. This contributes to an undermining of the managerial 
discourse, in turn limiting its influence. As in the case of “Exempting Exceptions”, the 
undermining results in a feedback-loop, where the managerial discourse continuous to loose 
legitimacy within the organization. In Figure 9, the dynamics of the discursive practice are 
illustrated. 
 

 
 
The dynamics of “Positioning Subjects” resemble to a large extent the dynamics of “Exempting 
Exceptions”, previously explored. However, “Positioning Subjects” is initiated in professional as 
well as in managerial talk and action (1. In Figure 9). Professionals construct the image of 
managers being outside the organizational core. Mangers, in turn, reinforce this notion by placing 
themselves outside. Managers also construct themselves as not possessing the right knowledge to 
communicate with professionals. All this contributes to the managerial discourse becoming 
undermined while the professional discourse at the same time is reinforced as dominant (2. In 
Figure 9). Consequently, the managerial discourse looses legitimacy in contrast to the professional 
discourse, which instead gains legitimacy within the organization (3. In Figure 9). 

8.3.4. Casting the Other and the creation of distance 
Through the discursive practice of “Casting the Other”, a distance is created between the 
managerial and the professional discourse. Managers cast professionals as old-fashioned while 
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Figure 9: The Dynamics of Positioning Subjects 
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professionals in turn cast managers as not knowledgeable enough to organize professional work. 
This makes it hard for managers and professionals to find arenas where novel concepts can be 
constructively discussed. The dynamics of the discursive practice are illustrated in Figure 10. 
 

 
 
Managers and professionals cast the role of each other (1. In Figure 10). This reinforces a negative 
image of professionals in the managerial discourse as well as a negative image of managers in the 
professional discourse (2. In Figure 10). Consequently, a distance between the two discourses is 
created (3. In Figure 10).  

8.3.5. Engaging and the creation of distance 
As in the case of “Casting the Other”, the discursive practice of “Engaging” creates a distance 
between managers and professionals, making it hard to find arenas where concepts can be 
constructively discussed. However, the dynamics behind these two practices differ significantly. 
“Engaging” is manifested through managers’ and professionals’ tendencies to involve themselves 
in discussions to a higher or lesser degree depending on the subject. When managers engage in 
topics, professionals simultaneously disengage and vice versa. How this contributes to distance is 
illustrated in Figures 11-12. 
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Figure 10: The Dynamics of Casting the Other 
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The professionals engage in a subject while the managers simultaneously disengage (1. In Figure 
11). The professionals’ engagement reinforces their discourse as relevant while the managers’ 
disengagement reinforces the professional discourse as irrelevant for managers (2. In Figure 11). 
As a consequence, a distance is created between managers and professionals (3. In Figure 11). 
Correspondingly, the same dynamics apply when managers engage in managerial subjects (Figure 
12). 
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Figure 12: The Dynamics of Engaging 
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As managers engage in a subject, professionals disengage (1. in Figure 12). “Engaging” is thus 
reinforcing the managerial discourse as relevant for managers while irrelevant for professionals 
(2. in Figure 12). Distance is in turn created between managers and professionals (3. in Figure 12). 

8.4. Identifying challenges to change in professional organizations  
Understanding how discursive practices affect the dynamics of how newly concepts are received, 
we will in this section identify challenges to change in professional organizations. 

8.4.1. The challenge of novel concepts 
In order for managers to initiate change within a professional organization, novel concepts have 
to be introduced into the professional discourse and transferred to the discursive core. For a 
concept to be introduced in the professional discourse however, it must first become part of 
professional talk and action. Through the discursive practise of “Shielding the Profession”, a 
difficulty of introducing foreign concepts into professional talk and action is created and 
reinforced. Since new concepts and ideas necessary to transform the organization will be 
rebuffed or only slowly transferred to the professional core, the change process loses 
momentum. Managerial talk and action is easily dismissed as not suited for the organization. 
Change initiatives drawing on this discourse will therefore face a challenge when implemented in 
professional organizations.  

8.4.2. The challenge of achieving managerial influence 
As has been noted above, managerial change initiatives have to be adopted in professional talk 
and action in order to be further transferred to the discursive core. This requires mangers being 
influential enough to transfer novel ideas from managerial into professional talk and action. If the 
managerial influence within the organization is weak, an underlying commitment to protecting 
autonomy contributes to professionals unconsciously ignoring change initiated by managers. To 
influence change, managers cannot undermine their own position while reinforcing the 
profession as dominant. As we have seen in 8.3 however, the discursive practices of “Exempting 
Exceptions” and “Positioning Subjects” reinforce an imbalance of influence within the 
organization, contributing to a strengthening of the professional discourse while undermining the 
managerial discourse. Through these practices, managerial influence in the organization runs the 
risk of not being strong enough to drive change from a managerial discourse throughout the 
organization and involve the professionals. 

8.4.3. The challenge of distance 
By casting other people a specific role, members of the same organization have preconceptions 
about each other already before engaging in discussion.  By showing interest for topics coupled 
to the own body of knowledge, engagement from managers and professionals at the same time 
becomes rather unusual to obtain. The discursive practises of “Casting the Other” and 
“Engaging” therefore both contribute to creating a distance between managers and professionals, 
hindering cooperation between organizational members since arenas where novel ideas can be 
transferred and constructively communicated are hard to find. Managers cannot easily talk to 
professionals, and vice versa. A managerial change initiative will consequently have a hard time 
reaching professional talk and action, which in turn constrains a conceptual transfer to the 
professional discourse. Since a novel concept has to reach the discursive core in order for change 
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to occur, the distance between managers and professionals constitutes a challenge for change 
implementation in professional organizations. 
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9. Discussion 
 
By understanding organizational change as dynamics of discursive interplay, we have been able to 
identify three challenges coupled to change initiatives within professional organizations that other 
approaches have failed to clearly identify or describe. Although a barrier between managers and 
professionals earlier has been identified, its constituents have so far not been possible to further 
analyse. By understanding how professionals resist change, how managers undermine their own 
ability to act and how a distance between professionals and managers is reinforced, this barrier 
could here be understood more in depth. Not only were we however able to expand the 
theoretical knowledge about challenges to change in professional organizations. Thanks to good 
access to our studied hospital, we were also able to show interesting examples of how discursive 
practices are manifested empirically. 

9.1. Theoretical contributions  
Although having been known that professionals try to protect their autonomy and often resist 
change initiatives, there has been limited investigation on how the dynamics of this resistance 
manifest themselves in practise. Professional resistance has only been explained through cultural 
differences, mechanics of rebuffal or rather theoretical concepts of professional closure. By 
describing how professionals use the discursive practice of shielding in order to preclude outer 
influence and protect autonomy, we were here able to understand professional resistance in a 
deeper, more dynamic way. 
 
Not only were we however able to better understand professional resistance. We could also 
identify two additional challenges, previously not highlighted by scholars of organizational 
change. Firstly, we could address the matter of a created distance between professionals and 
managers, which constrains the possibility for a constructive discussion on novel concepts. 
Secondly, we were also able to better understand how managerial influence operates in the 
professional organization. We could show how it becomes undermined and subordinate the 
professional discourse. The identification of these two challenges had not been possible without 
a discursive approach to understanding organizational change, where we were able to explore 
how talk and action in practice constructed the dynamics between different social realities. The 
traditional managerial perspective of organizational change, in which managers have a clear role 
in the organizational hierarchy, simply does not reflect reality in the professional organization. 
Approaching change initiatives with managerial tools and logics will therefore never be as 
effective as theories suggest. This could also explain why studies of Lean change initiatives, 
drawing mainly upon Lean tools, often encounter problems during implementation within 
professional organizations. 
 
Even if our findings are limited to professional organizations, our framework for organizational 
change might constitute a starting point also when wanting to investigate the dynamics of change 
initiatives in a non-professional context. An example of this could be the study of competing 
discourses of how to formally structure organizations, where challenges linked to a transition 
from a vertical to a hierarchical organizational structure are explored. Worth stressing is that the 
developed framework in each case should be considered unique and that the final image of the 
discursive interplay might well differ from our findings in this study depending on the context. A 
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pre-study could, as in our case, be a good way for identifying what discourses appear interesting 
to investigate in further detail.  

9.2. Implications for practitioners 
Noting what challenges discursive practices give rise to when not being actively managed within 
organizations, the results from this study should be carefully considered in any case where 
concepts drawing on a managerial discourse are being introduced in a professional setting. As 
described in the beginning of this thesis, we argue that organizational members have the potential 
to affect discursive dynamics assumed that these are known. It should therefore be possible to 
use the gained insights about challenges to change in order to minimize potential problems of 
change implementations drawing upon managerial discourses within professional organizations. 
Consequently, it should also be easier to obtain desired results from change initiatives.   
 
We have concluded that the main challenges to change within a professional organization include 
a suspicion towards new concepts from the professionals, a difficulty in achieving managerial 
influence and a created distance between managers and professionals. This has in turn been 
argued to mainly stem from an unceasingly strengthening of the professional core, an 
undermining of the managerial discourse and a lack of arenas where novel ideas can be discussed 
and transferred between managers and professionals. As a first step to handling challenges of 
change in professional organizations, it therefore becomes important to reverse the 
reinforcement of the professional discourse as dominant, stop the undermining of the managerial 
discourse and create arenas where novel concepts can be constructively discussed. It should be 
pointed out that constructing the professional core as less dominant could be rather difficult to 
obtain with managerial efforts alone since professionals exclusively engage in the discursive 
practice of shielding their profession from outer influence. Shielding could in turn be considered 
a result of the profession’s underlying commitment to protecting autonomy and independence 
and is therefore deeper rooted than what can be changed through managerial initiatives. Worth 
noticing is that managers with a professional background potentially could work more efficiently 
to decrease professional shielding from foreign concepts since they gain more legitimacy within 
the profession. Using the professional belonging to gain influence does however come with a 
trade-off, since the managerial role as a consequence runs the risk of becoming undermined. To 
in the short term Lean on a professional position in order to gain influence could therefore 
impede the long-term ability to act as a manager. To decrease the effects of shielding and 
overcome the challenge of introducing new concepts, managers need to strengthen their position 
and engage with professionals on a more equal footing, as will be discussed later. 
 
Something that lies within the managers’ power to affect more directly is the construction of the 
managerial discourse. In order to handle the challenges of change, managers need to gain more 
legitimacy within the professional organization. Managerial engagement in the discursive practice 
of “Exempting Exceptions” has been demonstrated to undermine managerial influence, while 
also constructing the profession as a group characterized by its special status and own rules. In 
order to strengthen managerial influence, managers must therefore stop exempting professionals 
and create an image of themselves as a vital part of the organization. It is important to practically 
show how professions are dependent on other functions within the organization since this could 
result in teamwork where all contributions are constructed as being (more or less) equally 
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important. In order to create arenas where novel concepts can be constructively discussed, the 
practice of “Positioning Subjects” in which managers and professionals place the managerial role 
outside the organization should be reversed. It is important that managers get the support they 
need in the organization in order to increase the managerial influence, and in turn the managerial 
discourse. When managers are aware of how their talk and action actually affect organizational 
change, undermining of their influence in the organization can be reduced. However, the 
phenomenon of professionals positioning managers in relation to themselves is harder to directly 
affect by managers. Influencing professionals’ construction of managers therefore has to be 
approached indirectly by addressing various discursive practices. 
 
By acknowledging how the managerial and professional discourses through talk and action 
construct a distance within the organization, both managers and professionals can start the work 
of creating a common arena where a more constructive discussion about change initiatives can 
take place. By working actively with closing the distance between the two discourses, a change 
initiative should be easier implemented. One way of closing the gap between managers and 
professionals could be to involve both parties in common projects with shared ownership and 
responsibility. This should in the first place facilitate easier communication within the project, but 
in the long term also create closer cooperation on an organizational level. By starting to bridge 
the distance, common arenas for discussion should be easier to find. 
 
We have noted that managers have a limited ability to actively weaken professional shielding and 
affect how professions position subjects within the organization. By not exempting professionals 
from managerial influence and by being aware of how talk and action construct a skew power 
relationship within the professional organization however, these limitations could be reduced. As 
can be noted here, the three main challenges to change are highly interrelated. By focusing on 
counteracting one of them, other challenges can also be addressed indirectly. Overcoming one 
challenge thus makes it easier to tackle the remaining challenges. This should be motivating for 
managers in professional organizations facing limitations to desired outcomes of their change 
initiatives. 

9.3. Suggestions for future research 
Our results have been able to elucidate earlier unexplored dynamics of organizational change 
within professional organizations. Before applying our findings in a more proactive way however, 
further validation of the results should be carried out. We were in our study limited by the 
number of interviews and the uneven distribution of interviews between managers and 
professionals. These limitations should be considered when wanting to use our findings for 
strategically initiating change in professional organizations.  
 
Our findings seem promising. However, since few studies have addressed organizational change 
in professional organizations from a discursive perspective, future research should seek to 
complement and verify the discursive interplay between managers and professionals. This could 
be done with a more comprehensive study, including different professional settings. Such a study 
could also potentially identify uncommon discursive practices that might well have major 
consequences for the dynamics between professionals and managers.  
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Although our findings need to be further validated, they do in fact indicate interesting 
phenomena that should be able to explain earlier identified limitations to organizational change. 
It would therefore be interesting to further build on these findings to identify explicit strategies 
for reaching desired outcomes of change initiatives within professional organizations. We have in 
the previous section discussed how managers potentially could counter challenges to change by 
reversing the reinforcement of the professional discourse as dominant, stopping the undermining 
of the managerial discourse and creating arenas where novel concepts can be constructively 
discussed. This could be a starting-point in the process of identifying strategies.  
 
Viewing the organization as a social construction, formed by the everyday utterances and actions 
between organizational members, has given us the understanding needed to identify how 
managers unconsciously undermine their own position at the hospital. In our case, we came to 
this conclusion by studying discursive interactions in the context of organizational change. The 
phenomenon of managers unintentionally undermining themselves has however also been 
identified in a recent study (von Knorring, 2012) where the manager’s role in relation to the 
medical profession is being explored. Managers with a professional background appear to use 
their role as physicians in order to manage physicians in daily work, drawing upon a professional 
discourse and undermining the legitimacy of the managerial role. Von Knorring concludes that 
an ambiguous managerial role could have negative consequences for managers as well as for 
professionals. In a world characterized by constantly developments and increasing customer 
demands, it becomes a major disadvantage not being able to adapt to external conditions and 
requirements. It is therefore legitimate to argue that our identified challenges to organizational 
change constitute one of these negative consequences that von Knorring briefly touches upon. 
Since the phenomenon of managerial undermining has been identified from two different 
approaches to the professional organization, it could be argued being highly present, affecting 
many aspects within professional organizations. The phenomenon of managerial undermining 
therefore also becomes an interesting field of research that future studies should seek to 
investigate further. 

10. Conclusion 
 
Using our dynamic framework for understanding organizational change, we have it this thesis 
contributed to the established knowledge about organizational change in professional 
organizations. We have identified three challenges to organizational change as resulting from five 
discursive practices in talk and action. 
 
The discursive practice of “Shielding the Profession” protects autonomy and established ways of 
organizing professional work. It affects how efficiently new concepts are received in the 
professional organization and contributes to the first identified challenge; the challenge of novel 
concepts. The discursive practices of “Exempting Exceptions” and “Positioning Subjects” reduce 
managerial influence and reinforce the professional discourse as dominant. They affect how 
efficiently new concepts can be transferred into the professional organization and contribute to 
the second identified challenge; the challenge of managerial influence. The discursive practices of 
“Casting the Other” and “Engaging” impede communication between managers and 
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professionals. They make it harder to find arenas where novel concepts can be constructively 
discussed and contribute to the third identified challenge; the challenge of distance. 
 
Future research should further validate our findings through more comprehensive longitudinal 
studies within different professional settings. Our findings do however constitute a starting point 
when wanting to identify strategies for reaching desired outcomes of change within professional 
organizations. The phenomenon of managers unconsciously undermining themselves through 
talk and action has also been noted within other approaches to studying professional 
organizations with a discursive perspective. It therefore becomes an interesting field of research 
that future studies should seek to investigate further. 
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